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Community Garden
Promote sustainable
farming.

Solar Panels
Reduce energy
consumption.

DEVELOping
OPPORTUNITIES
WITHIN ANY
LANDSCAPE.

EV Charging Stations
Reduce harmful
vehicle emissions.

Positive transformation within any community
or environment requires active strategy, planning,
and implementation skills. An applied education
from Royal Roads University can help you create
constructive change through a variety of sectors,
including municipal planning, environmental
management and sustainable systems.

Bike Lane
Reduce trafﬁc congestion
and vehicle emissions.

At RRU, our programs are delivered online and
on-campus by instructors with real-world experience
so you can continue your career while increasing
your professional reach and inﬂuence.

Realize your potential to change.
Visit royalroads.ca/environment
or call 1.877.778.6227
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From the Editor
Welcome to the Spring 2016 edition of CLEARING!
This issue marks a return to regular print editions of the magazine. While the CLEARING
website and social media outlets remain a focus of our outreach strategy, we also realize that
print editions can play a critical role in building awareness of the publication and expanding
readership. (Plus, some people prefer to read a print issue!).
With the generous support of Pamplin Media Group, we will be publishing print editions
twice a year—spring and fall—and utilizing a regionwide network of partner organizations
to distribute the magazine to thousands of educators around the Pacific Northwest via
workshops, conferences, and classes.
We are excited about expanding the visibility of CLEARING, and proud to still be providing
a unique and valuable resource for teachers and educators to share best practices for
environmental literacy education. I wish I had more room to talk about it!
CLEARING is a unique communications resources that links educators across borders and
mountain ranges. If you have a success story, teaching strategy, or perspective on a current
EE topic, we hope you will use CLEARING to share your thoughts and ideas with educators
throughout the region. Give us a call...
Happy Spring!
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EE News and Events
Some of what’s happening in environmental education
around the Pacific Northwest

Environmental
Protection
Agency EE
Grants
The US Environmental
Protection Agency
(EPA) is seeking
grant proposals from eligible applicants
to support locally focused environmental
education projects that promote environmental
stewardship and help develop knowledgeable
and responsible students, teachers, and citizens.
Applications were due April 8, 2016.

EE Week
National Environmental Education Week (EE
Week), April 17-23, 2016, is a celebration of
environmental education, aimed at inspiring
environmental learning and stewardship among
K-12 students. This year’s theme is Greening
STEM: Rooted in Math. Register your events,
check out the blogs and news feeds, view
archived webinars, and more.
Members of the CBEEN Executive Board show oﬀ the certificate from
EECOM recognizing the organization for its excellence.

CBEEN Recognized
as Top EE
Organization
The Columbia Basin
Environmental Education
Network – or CBEEN - was
named ‘Outstanding Environmental Education
Membership Organization’ by the Canadian
Network for Environmental Education and
Communication (EECOM) at its national
conference which took place in Victoria.
Celebrating 10 years of service, CBEEN
was established with the aim of building a
community of engaged and effective educators
by connecting them with the best resources,
information, delivery and networking
opportunities available.
CBEEN’s Executive Director, Duncan Whittick,
who received the award on the organization’s
behalf, said “I believe this award is a testament
to the incredible efforts put forward by
countless volunteers, staff, partners, funders
and members over the past decade. I also think
it is a wonderful launching pad for CBEEN to
become an even stronger umbrella network that
plays a role in strengthening environmental
education for all residents of the Columbia
Basin.”
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Incorporated as a non-profit in 2003, CBEEN
has since grown from a small group of
passionate educators to a vibrant network
of more than 400 educators from across the
Columbia Basin and beyond. Currently
CBEEN is the only organization acting as an
umbrella network for environmental education
across the Canadian Columbia Basin; a region
internationally recognized for its biodiversity
values.
Since taking over the Wild Voices for Kids
program in 2009, CBEEN has made it possible
for over 40,000 students to take part field
trips and presentations across the region’s 6
School Districts. CBEEN has also coordinated
numerous opportunities for teachers such
as their popular Voices for Sustainability
Symposium and hosting of Dr. Jane Goodall on
her debut visit to the Kootenays in 2012.
CBEEN has put forward its intention to bid to
host the 2017 National Annual Environmental
Education Conference, which would bring
hundreds of practitioners and researchers to the
region.
To find out more about CBEEN, please visit
www.cbeen.org or email info@cbeen.org.

www.clearingmagazine.org

http://eeweek.org/

Northwest
Aquatic
and Marine
Educators
Conference:
One World—United by Water
August 14-18
Metchosin, BC (near Victoria)
Educators, researchers, students, and resource
professionals from Washington, Oregon, Alaska
and British Columbia are invited to meet, learn,
share, and socialize. This year’s conference will
be held August 14 – 18, at Lester B. Pearson
College in Metchosin, BC (near Victoria). For
more information: registration@pacname.org.

EEAO Fall Conference
September 28-30
If you want to connect
with fellow environmental
educators in the state of
Oregon, you need to attend
the Fall Conference of the Environmental
Education Association of Oregon. This year’s
conference will be held September 28-30 at
Suttle Lake Camp in Sisters, Oregon. Check
the website at www.eeao.org for updated
informaton on registration.
CLEARING Spring 2016

Recognizing
Excellence
in EE at the
College and
University
Level

NAAEE Annual Conference
Register for the North American Association
for Environmental Education Annual
Conference 2016, From Inspiration to Impact,
October 19-22, 2016 in Madison, Wisconsin,
with the 13th Annual Research Symposium,
October 18-19, 2016. Join environmental
educators from North America and abroad,
take advantage of the field experiences offered,
and more.
https://naaee.org/our-work/programs/conference

California AEOE Statewide
Spring Conference
April 29-May 1, 2016
Guest Speaker Dr. Gerald A. Lieberman, is an
educational leader for the State of California’s
Education and the Environment Initiative
(EEI), and has been involved in the California
Blueprint for Environmental Literacy and the
new California Science Framework. He will
speak on Next Generation Science Standards
and their
relationship to
environmental
and outdoor
education. Find
out more.

Woods to
Water: A
Strategic
Summit to
Map Future
of EE in
Washington
What is the future of Environmental
Education (ESE) in the state of Washington?
NatureBridge, IslandWood, North Cascades
Institute and E3 Washington were the host
of a 2-day action summit held at IslandWood
on February 25-26, 2016 that brought together
leaders from culturally and economically
diverse, urban, and rural settings across
Washington State to explore the critical
challenges facing EE in the state.
Over 90 stakeholders spent the two-day
retreat identifying key issues and barriers
that currently challenge the Environmental
and Sustainability Education (ESE) field.
Through a series of facilitated discussions,
participants developed possible solutions to
those challenges and commmited to action
that would move the ESE field forward.
CLEARING Spring 2016

A Path to Green Careers
At a time when career exposure is vital for
teens seeking college admission and future
employment, Mercer Slough Environmental
Education Center offers a unique and
exciting program to assist students in
achieving their academic and professional
goals. The Environmental Science &
Technology Practicum exposes students
to environmental and clean technology
fields via research in a state-of-the-art wet
lab, field explorations and professional
guest speakers and presentations. This
program provides an ideal opportunity for
students to explore career choices in high
demand fields, broaden their high school
experience, expand their resumes and plan
their futures.

The summit was held because although the
field of ESE has had success in the recent past,
the current reality shows that growth in the
field has stalled due to a lack of coordinated,
sustaining support in the field, decreased
funding and “a disconnect between student
learning, contemporary science and pathways
for professional development.”
The major questions that were asked of the
participants included:
1.What is needed to revitalize a robust
system of support for ESE in Washington?
2. How do we bridge the gap between
teacher and student investigations and
current research and practice?
3. How can the field of ESE be more
equitable to disenfranchised youth and their
communities?
A high priority recommendation that emerged
was making environmental justice central to
EE and to increasing individual ‘Equity IQ.”
Participants were inspired and committed
to following up on the challenges and
recommendations of the summit. E3
Washington will assume the lead on future
actions related to this event.

www.clearingmagazine.org

NAAEE has
launched an
exciting new initiative designed to formally
recognize distinguished college and university
environmental education programs that
are developing the kinds of environmental
educators we need in the field. Graduates of
these programs are experiencing curriculum
and training that will translate to best practices
in EE across a variety of learning contexts.
NAAEE Accreditation provides third party,
standards-based recognition of high-quality
undergraduate and graduate programs.
Accreditation is based on criteria set out in
Guidelines for the Preparation and Professional
Development of Environmental Educators
(NAAEE 2010.

Northshore School District
Wins Innovative Environmental
Education Award
Mike Wierusz, a sustainable engineering and
design teacher at Northshore School District’s
Secondary Academy for Success was the
grand-prize winner of the 2012 Council of
Educational Facilities Planners International
(CEFPI) Innovative Educator - Environmental
Based Learning Award. Wierusz won the award
honoring the Mobile Green Learning Lab that he
and his students created and secured funding for.
This award provided $2,000 to further support
his project.
The mobile learning lab is a student-driven
project that will enhance science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) literacy
in the Northshore School District. Through
the use of interactive hands-on displays and
an in-class wind lab, high school students will
teach elementary students about energy. And,
elementary students will walk away from the
experience with a greater appreciation for the
application of science and math to solve real
world problems.
For more information go to: http://sedlabs.org/
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EE News and Events
Wild Voices for Kids
Wild Voices for Kids (WVFK) is a
curriculum-linked environmental education
program developed by the Columbia Basin
Environmental Education Network (CBEEN)
that engages local experts in the education of
K-12 students on the land, history and culture of
the Columbia Basin region.

www.outdoorschoolforall.org.

Annual Conference 2016
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FUTURE
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International Peace Garden
Manitoba
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Thurs Aug 25 - Sun Aug 28

Join us in
the heart
of the
Turtle
Mountains

16

Read
CLEARING on
your Smart
Phone or
Tablet!

For more information about the Oregon
Outdoor Education Coalition and Outdoor
School for All, visit

Canadian Network for Environmental Education and Communication

CH

Students have authentic purpose to
research, write and give presentations to
various audiences about their learning.
They inform audiences about concerns
and what can be done to preserve,
conserve or restore natural systems.
The studies are also linked to our yearly
service-learning projects at Willamette
Mission State Park. The Conservation
Ethic curriculum is the backbone of our
Oregon Premier Green School focus
to educate and promote sustainable
lifestyle choices that reduce our carbon
footprint and conserve our natural
resources. We offer 16 different Power
Point presentations that educate audiences
from K – adulthood about a variety of
environmental topics. We also offer tours
of our ½ acre Naturescape and offer
assistance to those interested in creating
such. Come visit – we love to share!

The Oregon Outdoor Education Coalition and
Outdoor School for All work to ensure that
all students in Oregon get the chance to learn
outside.

For more information, contact CBEEN through their
website at www.cbeen.ca.

TU

Forest Ridge/Optimum Learning
Environments Charter School is a Roots
& Shoots School created by Dr. Jane
Goodall. We show care and concern
for animals, the environment, and the
human community. Our goal is to achieve
Environmental Literacy that results in
sustainable practices for all students, their
families and the public. The Naturalist
Curriculum is
designed for studies
of how ecosystems
function. The
units of study
emphasize the
interrelationships of
water, land, plants and animals and how
humans impact them.

E

Forest Ridge HOPE Team

Whether they are geologists, foresters, wildlife
biologists or organic farmers, WVFK programs
are built and delivered by community educators,
and tailored to the communities they live in. Via
an online database, teachers from the six school
districts across the Columbia Basin can choose
from 113 educational experiences based on their
grade level, subject and learning goals.

Outdoor School for All!

U
E THE F

EECOM 2016 will provide educators
with new hope and ideas, new tools
and resources, and will look at the
choices we can make to make this
culture of change a reality.
Register online today at
eecom.org/conference

EECOM 2016 is purposefully taking place
in the Heart of the Turtle Mountains in the
geographic centre of Turtle Island. Experience
3 days in a place without boundaries. Situated
on the 49th parallel, the International Peace
Garden recognizes no boundaries – a perfect
setting to Think

outside the box.

Dormitories + Camping
Available at the International Peace Garden

Co-hosted with our
Manitoba Partners:

Info & Accommodation:
Garry Enns
garryenns@peacegarden.com
1-888-432-6733 | 204-534-2510

peacegarden.com
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Environmental Education at Home

Here’s the General Idea

Phenology
Wheels: Earth
Observation
Where You Live
By Anne Forbes, Partners in Place, LLC
This article originally appeared in Earthzine – http://earthzine.org/

M

aking a habit of Earth observation where you live is a
fun and fundamental way to practice Earth stewardship.
It is often our own observations close to home that
keep us inspired to learn more
and allow us to remain steady advocates
for solutions to today’s daunting
problems. Earth observation done
whole-heartedly becomes skilled
Earth awareness that leads to
profound relationships with
the plants, animals, and
seasonal cycles surrounding
us in real time, whether we
live in the city, suburbs, or
countryside.
One way to track Earth
observations is an activity
called Phenology Wheels,
suitable for individuals,
families, classrooms, youth
programs, and workshops for
people of all ages. Phenology is a
term that refers to the observation
of the life cycles and habits of plants
and animals as they respond to the seasons,
weather, and climate. A Phenology Wheel is
a circular journal or calendar that encourages a routine of Earth
observation where you live. Single observations of what is happening
in the lives of plants and animals made over time begin to tell a
compelling story – your story – about the place on our living planet
that you call home.
Why a circle? We usually think of the passing of time as linear, with one
event following another in sequence by day, by month, by year. Placing
the same events in a circular journal, or wheel shape, helps us discover new
patterns (or rediscover known ones). We can use the Phenology Wheel
to communicate about what is really important or interesting to us.
CLEARING Spring 2016

A Phenology Wheel is made up of three rings in a circle, like a target. To
become a Wheel-keeper, you select a home place, such as a garden, a “sit
spot,” schoolyard, watershed, or landscape that will be represented by a
map or image in the center ring, the bull’s eye. Next, you mark units of
time – such as the months and seasons of a year, hours of a day, or phases
of a lunar month – around the outside ring, like the numbers on the face
of a clock. Then, as you make specific observations of what is going on in
the lives of plants and animals and the flow of seasons, you record them
within the middle ring using words, phrases, images, or a combination.

Here’s How To Get Started
Because the wheel is round, you can begin a Phenology Wheel for Earth
observation at any time of year.
Although you can pick among different time scales for the outer ring, let’s
begin here with a year of seasons and months.
1. Draw a set of nested circles on a large piece of paper. You can
do this by tracing around large plates or pizza pans, by using an artist’s
compass or by making your own compass out of a pencil, pin, and string.
You may also purchase a kit of print Wheels or a set of digital PDF
Wheels online.
2. If you are making your own Wheel, write the names of the seasons
and months on the outer rings.
3. Select an image for the center to represent the place or theme
you have selected and to anchor your practice of observation
in time and space.
Maps for the Center: If you choose a map, will it
be geographically accurate or symbolic? Will it be
traced or cut and pasted from an existing map, or
will it be a map of your own creation?

Tip: Use a web-based mapping
system such as Google Maps to print
a map and use it to trace selected
features as a base map for your
Wheel.
A Centering Image: If you choose an image
other than a map, will you create your own image
or use one that you find already in print material?
Will you use a photo, make a collage, or choose a
found object, like a leaf or feather?

Tip: Children often enjoy a picture of
themselves at their “sit spot” or other place they have
chosen to track their observations.
4. Establish a Routine: Observe → Investigate and Reflect → Record
OBSERVE: What do I notice in this moment? What is extraordinary
about seemingly ordinary things? What surprises me as unexpected or
dramatic? THEN...
INVESTIGATE: What more do I want to know about what I
observe? What questions will I seek to answer through my own continued
observation? What information will I search for in books or from
mentors or websites?
(continued on next page)
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Phenology Wheels

(continued)

Example #2: Poems of Place

AND...
REFLECT: What does my observation mean to me? How is it
changing me? How does it help me explore my values and beliefs?
THEN...
RECORD: A routine of frequent observation provides the raw
material to transform your blank Wheel into a circular journal as you
record images, symbols, or words as you observe the passing of the
seasons in your home place.
5. Share and Celebrate: Use your Wheel to report or tell stories
about what you learn from and value about Earth observation in
your home place.
Like a wheel on a cart, time turns around the hub of your home
place;
the metaphor is a journey taken through a day, a month, a year,
...or a lifetime of curiosity and appreciation.
Of course, you don’t have to keep a journal to explore and appreciate
your home place on earth and the home place in your heart. What are the
dimensions of your home place in this moment? What marks of time’s
passing do you observe? The more playful you are with these questions,
the more you may feel a part of your home place and committed to cocreating its well-being with others in your community.
Welcome home...

In reporting on this Wheel filled with seasonal poems by 4th and
5th graders
about the large
school woods,
just outside
an elementary
school
“backdoor” in
Cambridge,
Wisconsin,
teacher
Georgia
GomezIbanez writes,
“Because the
woods is so
accessible, the
children spend
quite a lot of
time there
developing a deep sense of place, including keen observational skills
and a heightened imagination, all enhanced by the affection they
have gained by years of exploring, learning and stewardship.” This
selection of student poems illustrates how Phenology Wheels can be
used to enhance language arts as well as science curriculum.

Example #1: The Yahara Watershed Wheel

Example #3: Local Biodiversity

Courtesy The Yahara Watershed Journal.

In another example from Cambridge Elementary School in
Wisconsin,
teacher Georgia
Gomez-Ibanez
reports that
a classroom
studied the
biodiversity of
the area where
they live. Each
student picked
a different
animal or plant
from their
adjacent woods
or prairie for
the center of an
11-inch Wheel
and then did
research to tell
the full story of the life cycle in words. The example here shows the
work of one student who studied the Jack-in-the-Pulpit wildflower.

About twelve years ago, a group of like-minded friends gathered
by my fireside to reflect upon what it means to live in this place we
call home in Dane County, Wisconsin, USA. We chose to think of
the Yahara Watershed as our common home place, and the series of
seasonal events that
occur in a typical year
as the time scale to
track. We put a map of
the watershed in the
center of a large Wheel
of the Year, with units
of time going around
the outside rim, much
like a clock, but using
seasons and months
instead of hours. We
then went around
our own circle, each
speaking of the
defining moments in
the natural world and in the lives of people enjoying it throughout
the months of a typical year. The artist among us sketched the
images onto the Yahara Watershed Wheel that you see here. The
detail in the enlarged image represents the unique happenings in
March and April: pasque flowers in bloom, the return of redwing
blackbirds and sandhill cranes, woodcock mating dances, first
dandelions, and spring peepers in chorus.
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The next step would be for the students to combine their
information for single species onto one large 32-inch Wheel and
use it to explore the dynamics of the ecosystem that appear through
food webs, habitat use, seed dispersal mechanisms, and so on.
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Frequently Asked Questions
1. Where do I get more information?
If you are ready to start a Phenology Wheel for yourself, family, classroom
or youth program, or any other interest group:
• Visit the Wheels of Time and Place website for instructions,
resources, and a gallery of examples.
• Download a curriculum for youth developed in partnership with
Georgia Gomez-Ibanez, an elementary school teacher, and Cheryl BauerArmstrong, Earth Partnership for Schools, UW-Madison Arboretum.
2. Where do I order pre-made Wheels?
Order the blank Wheel templates as a digital download of PDF files or
as a complete toolkit, Wheels of Time and Place: Journals for the Cycles
and Seasons of Life. The latter includes a set of print Wheels in 11-inch
and 24-inch sizes, a code to download the PDF files, and an instruction
booklet – all in a recycled chipboard carrying case.
3. What size should my Wheels be?
Some people prefer 11-inch Wheels because they are compact, portable,
and can be easily duplicated in a copy machine on 11 x 17-inch paper.
You can trim them down to 11-inch square if you would like.
When people share the 24-inch Wheels, their faces often light up with
excitement. This size, or larger, works well if you have a large clip board or
a place to keep it posted for frequent use or when people are working on
one Wheel in a group.
Of course, if you make your Wheels by hand, you can make them any size
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you like. If you purchase the PDF files, you can enlarge them up to 32-36
inches at a copy or blueprint shop.
4. What if I’m already a journal-keeper?
Some people who already keep a written journal use the Wheels to review
their journals periodically and pull out observations to further explore
and put on a Wheel. It’s amazing what patterns and stories can emerge.
5. Can the Wheels be created from databases?
Frank Nelson of the Missouri Department of Conservation has used
wheels called Ring Maps, A Useful Way to Visualize Temporal Data to
show trends and reveal patterns in a complex set of data.

Anne Forbes of Partners in Place, LLC is an
ecologist who seeks to integrate her scientific and
spiritual ways of knowing. For over 35 years,
she worked on biodiversity policy as a natural
resource manager and supported environmental
and community collaborations as a facilitator
and consultant. Her years of spiritual practice
in varied traditions, most recently the Bon
Buddhist tradition of Tibet, inspire her
commitment to engaged action on behalf of
present and future generations. She failed her
first attempt at retirement and instead created
the Wheels of Time and Place: Journals for the Cycles and Seasons of Life.
Contact: anne@partnersinplace.com.
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Environmental Leadership:
Making Connections

Two service-learning programs within the Environmental Leadership Program at the University of
Oregon aim to deepen students’ knowledge of their bioregion through day-long, hands-on field trips.
By Kathryn A. Lynch, Environmental Leadership Program,
University of Oregon

C

hildren and young adults are often more tuned into the screens
in front of them than the landscape surrounding them; when
asked which direction is north their inclination is to check
their smartphones. In response, the Environmental Leadership
Program at the University of Oregon is developing environmental
education projects seeking to reconnect children to nature.
The Environmental Leadership Program (ELP) is an interdisciplinary
service-learning program housed in the University of Oregon’s
Environmental Studies Program. Our mission is to provide
undergraduates with an integrative capstone experience, our graduate
students with project management experience, while engaging with the
community to address real needs.
Since 2001, ELP has developed and implemented 81 projects addressing
a wide array of topics. Currently, our projects fall within four primary
tracks: environmental education, conservation science, sustainable
practices, and community engagement.

engaging curricula for local youth, grades K-8, that promotes the
stewardship of our natural world.
During winter and spring of 2015, our two environmental education
teams focused on the theme of “connections.” The new Restoring
Connections team worked in partnership with Mt. Pisgah Arboretum
and Adams Elementary to develop and implement a place-based
curriculum which included an interactive classroom lesson and a
field trip to Mt. Pisgah. The team provided over 200 K-2 students an
opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of where they live and the
importance of conservation and stewardship. The Canopy Connections
team worked in partnership with the HJA Experimental Forest and the
Pacific Tree Climbing Institute to develop and facilitate an interactive pretrip lesson and field trip for over 200 middle-schoolers. Students studied
forest succession, learned how to use a compass, wrote poetry in field
notebooks, and climbed 90 feet into the canopy.

To prepare for their service projects,the undergraduates first enrolled in
Environmental Education in Theory & Practice. In this class, they gained
The two main goals of our environmental education teams are to: 1)
a working knowledge of best practices in EE through readings, guest
provide UO students the knowledge, skills and confidence to develop and
implement place-based, experiential programs; and 2) develop age-appropriate, lectures, field trips, and most importantly, their service-learning project
Page 10
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in which they developed educational materials for their community
partners. While the specifics of the curricula were left up to the teams to
determine, all teams were required to: 1) incorporate an interdisciplinary
approach, 2) include multicultural perspectives, 3) use experiential,
inquiry-based methods, 4) promote civic engagement, and 5) articulate
assessment strategies. Their materials were pilot-tested at the end of
winter term, and the teams then worked with their community partners
to implement their EE programs throughout spring term. Each UO
student completed approximately 120 hours of service, which entailed
facilitating classroom visits, field trips, and developing supplemental
educational materials (e.g. websites, presentations). What follows are
descriptions of these projects, written by the team members themselves.

Restoring Connections: Unplugging and
Reconnecting
By Ashley Adelman, Roslyn Braun, Lucas Holladay, Kiki Kruse, Kerry
Sheehan, Zoie Wesenberg, and Alicia Kristen (Project Manager).

Unplugging...

cultural shift in which many youth now prefer to stay inside interfacing
with screens, rather than going outside to play and explore, has resulted
in devastating effects on their personal well-being – physically, mentally,
and emotionally – in addition to having disastrous repercussions for
the environment. How we set about addressing nature-deficit disorder
was informed by Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences and
David Sobel’s work, which outlines a framework for age-appropriate
content. Working from this theoretical foundation, we knew we wanted
to allow students to explore nature first-hand to help them develop a
connection to where they lived, and nurture empathy for the plants
and animals that share our bioregion. In addition, the structure of
our program was influenced by the Tbilisi Declaration (1977), which
states that environmental education should foster awareness, provide
knowledge, develop skills, and shape attitudes in students so they can
effectively participate in environmental decision making and stewardship.
This idea of restoring children’s connection to nature, while they
participated in restoring the land, was a central idea of the program.
The structure of our Restoring Connections program consisted of a
45-minute classroom visit on Tuesday, followed by an all-day field trip on
Thursday. The classroom lessons focused on introducing key concepts,
preparing the children for a successful field trip, and most importantly,
instilling a sense of excitement and awe for the ‘magical forest’ they would
be visiting. The field trip focused on awakening their senses, building
connections and empathy, and finally, on giving students an opportunity
to be involved in restoration activities.
During the field trip the kinders built elf and fairy homes out of
natural materials in the wildflower garden, engaged their visual senses by
finding a rainbow of colors, and engaged their auditory senses by using
their ‘deer ears’ as they journeyed along the riverbank.

...Reconnecting

A

s a group of students made their way into the Douglas-fir forest
from the oak savanna, a facilitator hushed the group with a
“quiet coyote” hand signal. Immediately, everyone hunkered
down, peering through the brush as the group tried to get a glimpse of
the discovery. A student squealed in delight. The deer was still, its gaze
locked onto ours. Having taught our students about the importance of
deer ears for hearing predators, they noticed how the deer kept her ears
pricked forward, waiting for our next move. The group slowly moved up
the hill trying to get a better view. Experiences like this have the ability to
enhance the senses like no video game or television show can. Learning
about environmental issues at a young age can be overwhelming, but
connecting to local nature, students can become more aware of and in
tune with the natural world.
In spring 2015, the Environmental Leadership Program launched
the Restoring Connections project at Adams Elementary School. Our
team of six undergraduates, with the guidance of our graduate project
manager, was responsible for the design, creation and implementation
of this environmental education curriculum, focusing on Mt. Pisgah
Arboretum’s natural ecosystems.
In this pilot year, we focused on kindergarten, first-, and secondgrade students. Our goal was to address what Richard Louv calls ‘naturedeficit disorder’ through the creation and implementation of a placebased and experiential educational program. According to Louv, the
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First-grade students explored the oak savanna, discovering how
pollinators and native plants interact in this habitat. Students examined
an Oregon white oak up close and played games that honed their
observation and plant identification skills. The restoration work focused
on creating habitat for native wildflowers by pulling invasive shining
geranium, and planting native plants. Through this restoration work,
students learned about native and non-native species and the importance
of stewardship.
Second-grade students explored the Douglas-fir forest, studying
concepts of camouflage and adaptation through role play and the study
of animal behavior. Their restoration work was centered around building
“habitat hotels” for decomposers found in the Douglas-fir forest.
The restoration work connects classroom learning to real-life
experiences. By learning the differences between native and non-native
plants, our first-grade students discovered the need to care for native
species in Oregon. Gaining knowledge about the role of decomposers in
the Douglas-fir forest allowed the second-grade students to understand
ecosystem functions. These activities provided an example of the impact
that they can have on the environment.
Throughout our ten weeks of teaching, over 200 students had the
opportunity to visit and explore Mt. Pisgah. As part of our professional
development, we were asked to evaluate what worked and what needed
to be changed after each interaction, and then make those changes for
the following week. Jenny Laxton, the education program coordinator at
Mt. Pisgah, provided us with invaluable feedback to help us improve our
program to best serve the needs of the Arboretum and Adams students
and staff.
The opportunity to complete service work allowed the elementary
students and our ELP team the opportunity to take the knowledge and
skills we have gained in the classroom and use them in community
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Environmental Leadership
(continued)
action. We gained problem-solving and team management skills along
with greater knowledge of best practices within environmental education.
We were also encouraged to engage in critical self-reflection to improve
our final outcomes.
The long term vision for this project is that starting next year, the
Restoring Connectionsteam will work with a single cohort of children,
from kinder through fifth-grade.This cohort of children will visit Mt.
Pisgah Arboretum each season (fall, winter, spring) giving them multiple
opportunities to visit, connect, and participate in restoration work. Each
grade level will focus on exploring a different habitat located within the
Arboretum, with activities geared toward hands on learning. By giving
children an opportunity to be outside, learning in nature, we hope this
project will deepen their sense of appreciation for the beauty of the
natural world and reach those who may not thrive in a classroom setting.
By returning each year, the children will gain an understanding of local
natural history that cannot be gained through a single visit alone. By
involving them in restoration efforts over time, the children will be able to
witness the difference their actions have made on the landscape. Overall,
Restoring Connections seeks to cultivate a lasting connection to the land,
one that is based on reciprocity and respect.
To learn more about our project, please visit:https://blogs.uoregon.edu/
restoring

Canopy Connections: Nurturing Naturalists
By Samantha Bates, Laura Buckmaster, Nicole Hendrix, Forrest Hirsh,
Micaela Hyams, Elie Lewis, Amelia Remington, Nick Sloss, Tim Chen
(Project Manager).

Photos courtesy of UO Environmental Leadership Program

S

ix middle-school students sit silently on a trail in an old-growth
forest: one observes a newt run over her feet; another notices how
moss and lichen create miniature forests; another writes poetry
about the nearby sounds of Lookout Creek. Down the trail, students
identify giant Douglas-firs, noting the distinct grooved bark in contrast
to the smoother bark of the equally impressive western hemlocks. Using
newly-honed plant identification skills, students compare two plots
to form hypotheses about what stage of ecological succession they are
observing. Further along, students put their compass skills to the test,
going on a compass scavenger hunt of sorts, receiving a bearing and
seeing if they can find the correct specific tree off the trail. Later, they will
Page 12

sit in a circle surrounded by enormous Douglas-fir, ancient Pacific yew,
stringy western redcedar, and drooping western hemlock and draw a map
of the forest with the creek as their backdrop. Meanwhile, their friends
climb 90 feet into the canopy, finding treasures few ever ascend high
enough to discover: dangling Lobaria lichen clinging to branches heavy
with the plentiful “roses” of small, papery hemlock cones; licorice ferns
growing out of decades-old moss carpets that blanket trees that students
now observe from above.
Canopy Connections is in its seventh year. This year our team of eight
undergraduates (and one graduate project manager), sought to distinguish
ourselves by designing our curriculum around the theme “nurturing
naturalists.” Drawing from Gardner’s multiple intelligences, our curriculum
caters to multiple ways of knowing and different learning styles. All of our
lessons focus on building sensory awareness.
The structure of our Canopy Connections program consisted of a
45-minute classroom pre-field trip visit, followed by an all-day field trip at
H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest near Blue River, Oregon. The classroom
lessons focused on introducing key concepts and preparing the middleschoolers for a successful field trip. For the all-day field trip, each class was
divided into four groups and rotated through four different stations.
Station 1: Climbing to the Canopy. At this station, students ascend 90
feet into the canopy of an old-growth Douglas-fir tree. Experienced
tree climbers from the Pacific Tree Climbing Institute (PTCI) facilitate
this activity. Students support one another in their learning about
microclimates as they are connected to the ropes one by one and make
their way up. While this activity is challenging for some children, the
rush of adrenaline often provides them with a hyper sensitivity to their
surroundings they might not have appreciated before. Many students
leave this activity with a deeper respect for the sheer magnitude and
magnificence of a 400-year old Douglas-fir tree.
Station 2: Nature’s Navigators. On the ground, students learned basic
map reading and compass skills. Students worked in pairs, and with
the help of facilitators, embarked on a compass expedition. Using their
compass and species identification cards, they were tasked with locating
and identifying four species of trees found in old-growth forests. They
later observed the four tree species up close and collaborated to correctly
identify them. Students used their new skills and knowledge to create a
map of their immediate surroundings.
Station 3: The Life and Layers. At this station, students explored forest
succession and disturbance. We introduced the four characteristics of
an old-growth forest using the acronym OWLS–old, woody debris,
layers, and snags. They then learned to identify several species seen on
the forest floor. To paint a picture of how a forest becomes old-growth,
we had students read a passage from Ancient Forests of the Pacific
Northwest to each other and then look for these signs as they hiked.
Through descriptions of nurse logs and pathogenic fungi, they gained
an appreciation for the intricate relationships of the forest and began to
consider the significance of observation for scientists and writers alike.
We encouraged students to touch the plants, compare, and describe them
to each other in order to create detailed records in their field notebooks.
Splitting into two groups, they examined plots located in stands of
different aged forests, with the goal of using their new knowledge,
observation, and recording skills to determine whether they were looking
at the 40-year stand or an old-growth stand.
Station 4: Stop, Sit, Scribble. At this station, students practiced their
writing skills, imitating the work done by the writers of the Long Term
Ecological Reflections (LTER) project, which is designed to collect stories,
poems, and essays for 200 years from 2003 to 2203. After listening to The
Web, a poem written at HJA by Alison Hawthorne Deming, students
followed the guiding principles of the LTER project and spread out on
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Kathryn Lynch is Co-Director of the Environmental
Leadership Program. Katie is an environmental
anthropologist who has a strong commitment to
participatory, collaborative and interdisciplinary
approaches in both her research and teaching.
Before joining UO she was a researcher at the
Institute for Culture and Ecology, where her
research focused on the relationships between
forest policy and management, conservation of
biodiversity, and nontimber forest products. She
has also facilitated various courses and workshops
that examine the nexus between environmental and
cultural issues.

the forest floor to begin writing a stanza for a collaborative poem. They
focused on incorporating sensory observation skills and using descriptive
adjectives as do the writings collected for the LTER project.
Although concepts of creative writing and poetry are taught in the lesson,
students gain much more than an appreciation for adjectives. They learn
collaboration and listening skills, while simultaneously absorbing clues
from the natural world: the rush of the river, the smell of coolness in the
air, the hundreds of plant species surrounding them. Sensory observation
and creative writing connects with the theme of “nurturing naturalists” by
bridging the gap between humanities and science.
Throughout Canopy Connection’s eight-week program, over 200 hundred
students from four different middle schools participated in field trips.
During nine days in the field, we totaled 54 hours of teaching with an 8:1
student-teacher ratio and led nine in-class pre-trip lessons. In addition,
we worked in partnership with 23 high-school students from a local AP
Environmental Literature class. These students helped us in the field,
and we shared insights into going to college as well as being effective
environmental stewards. Our team compiled our final curriculum and a
final report, and developed a website to display our project. We presented
our findings at the Undergraduate Research Symposium, a SMILE
workshop at HJA, and an ELP final presentation. Our ultimate mission
is positive environmental change stemming from an environmentallyliterate younger generation. Many teachers and students have already
reached out to express how much our field trip meant to them. To learn
more about our project, please visit:
http://elp2015-canopyconnections.weebly.com/
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Holding the Space:

Supporting our children’s innate sense of wonder
“If a child is to keep alive his inborn sense of wonder, he needs the
companionship of at least one adult who can share it, rediscovering with
him the joy, excitement, and mystery of the world we live in.”
-- Rachel Carson, The Sense of Wonder (1965)
By David Strich, M.Ed.

W

hen the boys were exploring
the side of the creek last week,
I couldn’t help but think of
Rachel Carson and her words
of wisdom. I watched as my twelve nine-year
old mentees took to Whatcom Creek like it
was their birthright. The next thing I knew, I
was diving off a rock with seven boys into the
refreshing water. Three others used dip nets to
catch water striders while another mentor was
showing them the three crawdads he caught.
The last two were running along the banks
in their own little worlds, ducking under tree
limbs and splashing along the edges.

addition, and perhaps more importantly, he
practiced compassion for another living being
and the skill of forgiving himself for hurting
that creature. He might have learned about
clam biology if we had dissected some using a
scientific investigatory approach that I prepared
for them. However, he’d have missed a chance
for vital interpersonal growth that came from
his own exploration and experience.

will spark their interest as we wander through
the forest together. I can share knowledge from
my adult perspective and perhaps nuggets
of information will root into their heads so
they can recall it later. But by just being there
alongside them, as Rachel Carson encourages,
l am rediscovering the mystery with them,
fostering their sense of wonder and ability to
learn on their own.

So I have to let go of my objectives to teach the
boys about plants because I never know what

---------

The work I’ve done as a nature connection
mentor for the Boys Explorers Club program
of Wild Whatcom has changed my approach
to environmental education and to being a
teacher. Over the past two years I have moved
from an objective-based model to simply being
a supportive guide. I still have goals for my
participants and I still assess their learning,
but I have come to realize that it is not my
instruction that teaches them.

“No, I am not supposed to be bored,” she said,
implying that as an adult it was up to me to
make sure she had something to do. I just
smiled and told her that I thought it was good
that she was bored. She dismissed me with a
huff and then sat down in the dirt. And there
the magic happened.

My role is to simply hold the space for them to
learn on their own. Their first-hand experiences
in our local Bellingham city and Whatcom
County parks develop unique relationships with
the watersheds, amphibians, trees, birds, and
plants. And it is THOSE natural elements that
are their teachers.
Recently Explorers’ curiosity led them to
inquire about Indian Pipe (Monotropa uniflora)
growing on the forest floor. They wondered if it
was a plant because it isn’t even green. I started
to pontificate about rhizomal relationships with
conifers, habitat considerations, and that the
plant has been used as medicine. But the boys
will undoubtedly remember this ghostly plant
more because it is said that Indian Pipe grows
where wolves have urinated. That made them
laugh.
Later in the week, when an Explorer
accidentally broke open a clam shell while
digging in the mud, he learned about shellfish
biology and how delicate those animals are. In
Page 14

Our afterschool program called Neighborhood
Nature is another opportunity for students to get
outside with adult companions, as boys and girls
explore natural areas near their schools. One
second grade girl’s words speak clearly to the
importance of this work. When we walked to the
nearby park one Monday afternoon she told me,
“I’m bored.” After a day of stimulation in school
her nervous system was very amped up. She was
ready for the next entertainment or thing to do.
When she said it again, I replied, “Good.”

In previous years I would have given her a
task and helped her to accomplish it, having
some objectives for her growth in my head.
It would have been a contrived way for me
to teach her something that she may or may
not have wanted to learn. Instead, I observed
her physical response to boredom and the
subsequent transformation.

But the boys will undoubtedly remember
this ghostly plant more because it is said
that Indian Pipe grows where wolves have
urinated. That made them laugh.

She sat down in the dirt and then her nervous
system slowed down. Naturally her hands
fidgeted with the dirt. Soon she looked up to see
another girl digging a hole in the ground near
her. She watched for a moment and then asked
to join in digging a tunnel and then creating
a burrow and home for an unknown animal.
The girls connected and laughed together
while playing in the dirt. They too practiced
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Guidelines for Teaching in Nature
by Bobbie Snead
Straub Environmental Learning Center

T

he male osprey swoops down to join his mate on the enormous stick nest in Minto Brown
Park. Sixty yards away, the third graders from a local elementary school gasp and clap in
delight. I’ve taught them about ospreys in their classroom and now they’re getting to see the
real thing. They are more excited than if they’d been on an African safari. This moment is my
passion.

Photos courtesy of David Strich

compassion in making a home for another
living being in the forest, one they hadn’t even
seen. They practiced intrapersonal skills and
learned how to work well with one another.
Had I gone into my previous teacher mode
and tasked her with something to do, then this
authentic learning would have been lost. Once
her body slowed down and her amped-up
nervous system relaxed, her curiosity took over
and her social tendencies took over. This girl
had to be “bored” and I had to let it happen. As
a supportive guide the best course of action for
me was to deliberately take no action. When
it was time to head back to school to meet the
parents, it was all I could do to cajole her into
leaving so the groups wouldn’t be more than 10
minutes late.
This is a reminder to all of us that we have to
let go of the adult agenda in education. Our
children know how to learn; they simply need
the space to do so. They need us to let them
be bored so their curiosity can show up. And
it is us who ought to be present and engaged
with their curiosity. We may have scientific and
logical answers to teach and share but we may
have forgotten the mystery that our children are
exploring for the first time.
Like Carson says, a child needs an adult with
whom to share and discover the joys and mystery
of this world. But we adults should recognize that
we need the children to remind us of the magic
and mystery in our natural world. We have to be
OK with slowing down, being bored and being
present with our children so we can rediscover
what we learned as children.
David Strich is currently
pursuing a Ph.D in
Curriculum Studies at
the University of British
Columbia. He lives in
Bellingham, Washington
with his wife and can be
reached at d.strich@gmail.
com.
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I love nature. I have been a dedicated naturalist since childhood. I’ve tromped on trails on three
continents to see all that nature has to offer. I’ve watched a chamois sprint straight up a rocky
cliff in the Swiss Alps, seen the gleaming eyes of a cayman as it swam across the darkened waters
of an Amazon tributary, and observed wolves casually trotting along a stream in the Canadian
Rockies. I’ve spent more hours searching for owls in Oregon’s forests than I care to admit. But
my greatest thrill is to help a child discover the differences between an American robin and a
scrub jay in Salem’s own Bush Park.
Teaching kids about nature is my mission in life. I do this work for a simple reason. Nature
needs advocates. Actually, nature needs an army of defenders.
I work in the City of Salem’s Youth Environmental Education Program. This program sends
me from school to school teaching kids and their teachers about Oregon’s native species. With
up to 15,000 student contacts per year, my schedule is packed. I also coordinate the children’s
education programs at the Straub Environmental Learning Center. After-school programs,
summer camps, family nature nights and weekend retreats keep me busy there.
Over the years I have developed my own framework for teaching kids about nature. These
principles guide my educational efforts. I share them in the hope that teachers, parents and
youth leaders will join me in raising Salem’s next generation of dedicated naturalists. Nature
needs us.
1.

RESPECT. Always model respect for nature. Even the simple act of releasing a spider
outside instead of squashing it will speak volumes to kids about respecting all living things.
Speak respectfully to children and have the expectation that they will always be respectful
of you.

2.

LISTENING. Expect your group to pay attention to you. If they don’t, stop and wait until
they do. Speak in a low, calming voice and make your message so compelling that they
want to hear every word.

3.

PERSONALIZE IT. Share your personal experiences in nature, even if it’s just about the
time you dropped your binoculars in a mud puddle or got caught in a downpour. Kids
love true stories and they will remember them.

4.

SHOW YOUR PASSION. Be animated, smile, use gestures, be humorous. Show them
how much you love nature with the way you make your presentation.

5.

USE WORDS THOUGHTFULLY. When conveying information, use the correct
scientific terminology. But don’t forget to use words like awesome, exciting and amazing.

6.

TEACH KIDS ABOUT LOCAL PLANTS AND ANIMALS. I’ve discovered that
children know a lot about far away animals like cheetahs, penguins and other Discovery
Channel favorites, but they know nothing about the wild creatures in their own
neighborhood. True stewardship starts with protecting that which is close at hand.

7.

GO OUTSIDE. Spend time outdoors yourself and take children outside. Move away from
the virtual world and into the real world. Nature is just waiting to be explored. Make
nature your passion and it will become our children’s passion.

Bobbie Snead of Keizer is a naturalist who works in the City of Salem’s Youth
Environmental Education Program. She also coordinates the children’s education
programs for the Straub Environmental Learning Center. She is a children’s book
author who has co-written two books, “Owl Grove,” and “A Pika’s Place.” Contact
her at bobbie.snead@gmail.com.
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Beehives Take Flight:
“Honeybee Heroes”
Apiary-based education in the Paciﬁc Northwest

n recent years, there has been an audible
buzz, on both the community level
and in the media, about the future of
pollinators. In 2009, CLEARING asked you
“Why Care About Pollinators?” (http://
clearingmagazine.org/archives/778) and the issue is still hot
today. The future of the honeybee is especially worrisome,
due to their direct impact on America’s commercial food
system (not to mention the sweet honey that they make).
Over the last ten years, beekeepers across the country have
been using the term “Colony Collapse Disorder” because of
a noticeable decline in their healthy hives. Recent studies on
pesticides in agriculture, as well as reports of signiﬁcantly
reduced pollinator habitat and increased pests, have left
beekeepers and bee lovers alike
horriﬁed.
The Paciﬁc Northwest has
been especially featured in
these news reports,
as mass bumblebee
deaths in the Portland,
OR suburbs of Wilsonville and
Hillsboro received national exposure.
Both of these instances were
due to ill-timed application of
pesticides to ornamental trees
growing in commercial parking
Page 16

lots. Dewey Caron is a retired entomologist but actively
keeps bees and teaches at Oregon State University’s
horticultural department. In his recent Hillsboro Tribune
article, “Who will speak for dead bees?”, (portlandtribune.
com/fgnt/37-opinion/158629-who-will-speak-for-deadbees) Caron speaks about these tragic events near his home.
He especially speaks to the need for citizens to “educate
ourselves about pollination’s role in our lives and what
consequences pesticides might play in normal functioning
ecosystems.” The health of pollinators, honeybees among
them, is clearly at great risk. And as Caron says, it is also
clear that education must step into its role of not only
enlightening our country’s decision makers and agricultural
stakeholders about the necessity of pollination but our next
generation as well.
Luckily, educators in the Western region have rallied
around issues facing pollinators. From Washington to
Oregon to Montana, teachers and administrators have
recognized the importance of connecting their students to
pollination through their studies of insects and food systems.
Some have even gone a step further, installing beehives
on their campuses and exposing students to an incredible
ecosystem buzzing with tens of thousands of honeybees.
CLEARING has sought out these “Honeybee Heroes,”
educators who are exposing students of all ages to the
wonders of honeybees.
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Students at Mt. Vernon High school inspecting their
school’s rooftop beehive

Honeybee Heroes:
Eric Engman at Mt.
Vernon High School
by Katie Boehlein

Eric Engman

ric Engman is a physics teacher at Mt. Vernon High School,
where he has also taken on the role of “campus beekeeper.”
The process of starting a school beehive began some
years ago, when Eric began installing a rotational series
of mostly physics-related displays in his hallway. This was
a project that was first started to “inspire curiosity” for his students,
and when the science department discussed adding a biology display,
adding a beehive was suggested. Over the next year, Eric took the lead
on getting approval for a hive from his principal, the school board,
and the district (all positive responses); making the project public
with parents in the community; learning about beekeeping himself

Today, all students at Mt. Vernon High School have the
opportunity to be exposed to the natural world just by walking down
their science hallway. The school’s observational beehive, which holds
ten frames, is displayed vertically in the wall. Students can spend
their lunch hour
watching the
bees’ activity
from a bench
near the hive, as
well as listening
to the colony’s
buzz through
a microphone
installed inside the
hive. Eric has also
displayed seven or
eight educational
posters on the
same wall which
teach students
about the biology
of bees and inform
them of the latest
goings-on in the
hive. Next to the
observational
hive is a wall of
windows, where
students and
Eric Engman has installed an
faculty can look
observational beehive in the science
hallway of Mt. Vernon High School.
out on the school’s
second rooftop
hive, located
fifteen feet away. Students also have opportunities to work hands-on
with the hive. Eric takes five students out to the rooftop balcony once
per week, pulling from a pool of 50-60 currently interested students
who have received written permission from their parents to be involved
in the project. The students put on full jump suits and follow Eric out to
the balcony to assist him in doing weekly hive inspections.
The impact that these beehives have had on the Mt. Vernon High
School community has been extremely positive. As a result of the
observational hive, students have a place to convene and learn at the
same time. “It’s a neat place,” Eric says. “They can see everything that’s
going on without any contact with the bees at all.” Students regularly
spend class breaks in front of the hive, checking in on its latest action
and holding competitions on who can spot the queen first. Eric says that
the beehives on their campus have inspired curiosity in all members
of the school community, not just science students. Students, teachers,
and parents regularly send him current articles about bees and stop
him in the hallway to discuss the impacts of Colony Collapse Disorder.
Not only has Eric become a practicing beekeeper, but four other staff
members and one student have since taken beekeeping courses and
started their own hives at home. The biggest question Eric hears on his
bee-enlightened campus is, “Why are bees dying?” The concern and
interest about these tiny creatures has been electric at Mt. Vernon; Eric
has truly created an inspiring place of curiosity and active learning.

A set of locked doors at Mt. Vernon High School leads
out from the science wing to the rooftop “MVHS
Honeybee Project.”
CLEARING Spring 2016
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Eric Engman

Eric Engman

through the local bee club; purchasing enough beekeeping equipment
for himself and five students; and constructing a list of students
interested in doing hands-on learning with bees.

Apiary-based Education

Consequently, Ryan focused his graduate studies on apiary-based
education. Over the two years he spent in Ashland, he established
a hands-on, multi-age, multi-pronged beekeeping program called
the Ashland Apiary Project. In his recent article “Beekeeping
as Experiential: The Ashland Apiary Project,” Ryan lays out the
educational and environmental goals that emerge from apiary-based
education and the outcomes that he has seen manifest from Ashland’s
project specifically. (http://www.jsedimensions.org/wordpress/content/
beekeeping-as-experiential-the-ashland-apiary-project_2013_05/)

(continued)

Ryan King instructs young students about honeybees during
a summer class for elementary-aged children at Southern
Oregon University.

Honeybee Heroes:
Ryan King at Southern
Oregon University

The project starts with training college-aged students from
Southern Oregon University, centrally located at the three-hive apiary in
the school’s campus garden. These students are mentored in beekeeping
skills by local beekeeper Sarah Red-Laird, who runs an educational
nonprofit organization in the area called BeeGirl. (http://www.beegirl.
org/) Students then take their new skills into the community, teaching
high school students through the SOU Beekeeping Club and advocating
for pollinator gardens and other sustainable projects at city council
meetings. From there, the project reaches elementary school students
through summer science camps and educational workshops. This year,
Ryan sets out to establish an on-campus apiary in his new teaching
position at Ruch Elementary School, a rural K-8 public school in the
Applegate Valley. The apiary will serve as a satellite research site to
Southern Oregon University as well as award opportunities for students
to host symposia at Ruch and collaborate with local beekeepers and
farmers in the community. Through these many outcomes, Ryan shows
us the many benefits that can come from a school apiary project.

outhern Oregon University in Ashland, OR is a “sweet”
place to be. Ryan King, a recent graduate of Southern
Oregon’s Master’s of Science in Environmental Education
program, has just finished his thesis on apiary-based
education, or the practice of utilizing beehives in
educational settings. Ryan is a pioneer in the promotion
and pedagogy of this field, having been a beekeeper in
various schools for the past four years after his undergraduate studies at
Oberlin College.

Ryan sees apiarybased education
as a complement
to the alreadyexisting pedagogical
philosophy of placebased education.
The “stuffy indoor
curriculum” that he
observes in schools
today is not what
kids need. “Kids are
bored, kids are penned
into curriculum, and
they get spit out very
unmotivated about
where they’ve come
from,” he says.

Ryan first got “stung” while he was working at Al Kennedy
Alternative High School in Cottage Grove, OR, a school that
CLEARING featured in 2010 for its focus on place-based, experiential
education. (http://clearingmagazine.org/archives/2368) Ryan’s principal
at Kennedy asked him to spearhead a beekeeping project, since he had
majored in science during his undergraduate studies and was interested
in working with his students outdoors. After just a few months of
working with students at the beehive, Ryan began to see the impact that
the practice of beekeeping could have on a school community. He saw
class attendance rates and student buy-in rise at the school, impacts that
he attributed to the opportunity for at-risk students to invest time in
hands-on projects. Ryan saw beekeeping as a way to connect students
to the science they were learning in the classroom while at the same
time giving them valuable skills they could use in the future. He sees his
students as future scientists and farmers of America, and what a better
way to connect students to current events than by giving them valuable
skills to contribute to world problems?

His solution,
beekeeping,
gives students a
local, community
The Ashland Apiary Project thrives in
perspective to their
Southern
Oregon University’s campus
education and valuable
garden.
skills for their future.
Ryan reminds us that
learning from bees, by nature, is localizing, as bees depend on the four
miles surrounding their hive for food. Therefore, hands-on projects on
campus, like a school beehive, can flatten the school’s walls while at the
same time connect students to their local community. Ryan’s colleague,
Sarah Red-Laird (BeeGirl) has taken on the lead responsibilities for
the Ashland Apiary Project, whose future plans include an expansion
to a sustainability and farm center that Southern Oregon University is
developing. Here, Sarah would teach college-level classes on beekeeping
and develop a full-course program at the university.

by Katie Boehnlein
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Honeybee Heroes:
Sarah Red-Laird at Bee Girl
by Katie Boehlein

arah Red-Laird, or “Bee Girl” is an Ashland, OR native
who says that she has been fascinated with honeybees
since her early childhood. On the playground in
elementary school, she would pick up bees and pet them
to impress other kids. Her aunt’s partner, a beekeeper, was
also a major influence on Sarah, giving her honeycomb to taste during
harvest season. “There’s nothing like eating fresh honeycomb as a
toddler to sell you on bees for life!” Sarah recalls.
Many years later, the Davidson Honors Program at University of
Montana gave Sarah the opportunity to fully investigate her childhood
fascination. Allowed to write on any topic of her choice for her senior
thesis, she chose beekeeping and Colony Collapse Disorder. Over the
course of this project, she learned beekeeping skills in the field and
researched in the university’s lab. She caught on quickly and after she
had finished the project, she was able to present her findings at the
National Conference on Undergraduate Research to a standing room
only audience and was promptly offered a research position with
University of Montana.
When Sarah landed back in Ashland on what she thought would
be a short hiatus, her skills as a beekeeper were immediately sought
after. She was asked to help community members set up hives and
speak in classrooms as well as to the larger community. Hence, “Bee
Girl” was born. Today, Sarah’s work with apiary-based education spans
not only many cities and counties in Oregon, but world-wide as well.
Her nonprofit, which she also calls “Bee Girl,” (http://www.beegirl.
org/) still works locally, presenting at individual classrooms and to the
broader public, and she has honed an presentation engaging all five
senses. She engrosses her audience in the “world of the honeybee” by
bringing honey to taste, honeycomb to feel, and in the height of bee
season, a live observation hive to see and hear. She also brings costumes
along for kids to dress up as bees- antennae, crowns, tutus, wings,
stingers, and all. Sarah has traveled to through Oregon and to the East
Coast twice with her presentation, will be in Louisiana and Kentucky
in 2014, and even hopes to travel to Kenya soon to speak there. Sarah’s
reputation spans to far reaches, as she heads up the Kids and Bees
Program for the American Beekeeping Federation (http://www.abfnet.
org/displaycommon.cfm?an=1&subarticlenbr=16) and hopes to
hold a position as US Ambassador for the International Bee Research
Association.
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Oregon is lucky to have Sarah as their local “Bee Girl” and she
has proven herself as quite the mentor in Ashland. Ryan King, (insert
link to Ryan’s profile here) another one of our “Honeybee Heroes,”
sought out Sarah when he began the Ashland Apiary project as part
of his graduate studies. When he realized that he had a “walking
beecyclopedia” in town, they began their fantastic partnership of
engaging the Ashland community, especially students, in the art of
beekeeping. For more information about the beginnings of the Ashland
Apiary Project, you can read Ryan’s “Honeybee Heroes” profile. Since
Ryan has recently graduated from Southern Oregon University, Sarah
now acts as co-director of the SOU Beekeeping Club, “teaching students
not only how to keep bees but how to become advocates for bees and
sustainable farming.” She leads meetings once per week on campus and
coordinates field learning and working field trips to local bee-related
sites. In the future, Sarah hopes to teach beekeeping courses in the
spring and fall through the SOU Sustainability Center (http://www.sou.
edu/sustainable/center-for-sustainability/index.html).
It is evident that Sarah Red-Laird lives and breathes the world of
the honeybee. Her passion for educating students of all ages about such
an inspiring species is evident and tangible. A student in one of her
beekeeping classes puts it this way: “Thank you so much for leading
us to care for our bees. You are a wonderful teacher, and your love for
the bees shines through everything you do.” As is the case with many
educators who love honeybees, one of Sarah’s main goals in her work is
to dispel fear surrounding bees. She sees her youngest students as the
key to reversing this social fear. “That is why I do what I do,” she says,
“to inspire a sense of fascination, wonder, and love at a young age, that
I hope turns to understanding or even advocacy as these kids grow
into our leaders of tomorrow.” She also sees the need for our society to
educate a generation of citizens that understand the complexity of our
modern food system and question its flaws. When asked why pollinator
education is so important, she answered, “If you can capture the heart
and imagination of a child, and release the sweetness and light of the
honeybee in them- they will never forget it. By saving the bee, they will
save our world.” Bee-autiful. Thank you, Sarah, for being an inspiring
leader in the field of pollinator education!

(more stories on following pages)

Sarah showing some of her young students a frame filled with
bees. Their curiosity and wonder is evident!
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a very pressing topic and involve their students directly in a solution.

(continued)

Honeybee Heroes:
Carter Latendresse at
Catlin Gabel School
by Katie Boehlein

arter Latendresse is the sixth grade English
teacher at Catlin Gabel School in Portland, OR.
In addition to his classroom courses, which focus
on fostering social responsibility in his students
through ancient and contemporary literature,
Carter is also the Garden Coordinator at the
school. The Catlin Gabel Garden Club tends 2,000
square feet of organic gardens on its 60-acre campus, a 50-tree fruit
orchard, and as you have probably guessed, honeybee hives. Catlin
Gabel has earned itself a reputation in the Portland Metro area as a
progressive institution
that encourages all of its
students, aged Pre-K to 12th
grade, to think deeply and
learn through experience.
Carter embraces this
philosophy, harvesting from
and working in the school’s
gardens as part of his
English curriculum.
Catlin Gabel also has a
history of hosting honeybee
hives on its campus, as a
few teachers in the 1970s
kept their hives on the
school’s lush grounds,
but the school hasn’t had
a working hive run by
staff and students in quite
some time. Troubled by
issues such as global agribusiness, monocropping, processed food,
global warming, and desertification, Carter was motivated to install a
beehive in the school’s orchard, which is located on the periphery of
campus, away from the normal walking paths. He hoped that by having
this hive on the campus, students could learn more about local food
sources, biodiversity, and organic gardening first-hand. After receiving
permission from both the facilities and grounds departments, who
were immediate supporters, he recruited four fellow colleagues to take a
beekeeping class in Hillsboro and a few weeks later, they set up the hive.
Since then, the beekeeping activities on campus have received a
very positive reception. All four school divisions have been involved in
visiting the hive, from quiet Kindergardeners to boisterous fifth graders
to sixth graders learning hands-on beekeeping skills with Carter. For
most of these visits, Carter has set up an observational tent with four
mesh walls. This allows an entire classroom to watch the goings-on in
the hive without danger of being stung. Many teachers have also been
involved in tending the hive, from elementary teachers to the middle
school Chinese teacher to the school-wide food services director to the
head of the grounds crew to high school science teachers. Many people
on campus have seen the beehive as an opportunity to learn more about
Page 20

The apiary project at Catlin Gabel School is only continuing to
grow, aided by little opposition to the project and a great interest from
students and staff on campus. According to Carter, “Once people hear
that we know who is allergic to bee stings and that we have plans, fear
melts away.” He would like to increase the school’s apiary to three hives
next spring, following a strategy of organic beekeeping that allows one
hive to be actively producing honey, one on the rise, and allows one to
dwindle. Carter has been able to tie the hive into his classroom lessons
on seeds, flowers, pollination, and organic local school garden food. In
conjunction with these lessons, his classes are able to go out into the
observational tent as well as try out their beekeeping skills wearing a
veil and gloves. Of his students, Carter says, “They love the bees—it’s
both an exciting and relaxing experience, especially for those with their
hands on the hive.” Twice every seven days, Carter offers a Gardening
and Beekeeping activity block in the middle school, which will allow
ten students to be actively involved in the gardens and with the beehive.
Carter was selected by the National Association of Independent
Schools (NAIS) to be part of the 2013-2014 Teachers of the Future
program. He is one of 25 teachers nation-wide who “inspire academic
excellence in students and serve as opinion leaders among their
colleagues and peers,” hallmarks of high quality education for the 21st
century. As part of this honor,
Carter is creating a video about
the beekeeping program at
Catlin Gabel School, to share
beekeeping tips with colleagues
nationwide who are interested
in keeping bees on campus.
He is being aided by Portland
beekeeper Brian Lacy, another
one of our Honeybee Heroes, as
well as his other fellow Catlin
Gabel beekeepers. He is hoping
that this video will educate
fellow NAIS teachers about the
importance of beekeeping and
empower them to start their own
apiaries. The video, which you
can watch here (insert video link
when it’s made), serves to feature
the interdisciplinary learning
program at Catlin Gabel School as well as guide teachers through a
step-by-step process of starting an apiary on their campuses. Carter is
an inspiring teacher who is truly helping his students better connect
with the world around them. He encourages them to find solutions to
their own problems, large and small, through both studying literature
and by getting their hands dirty in a garden. Speaking to the Oregonian
newspaper about his role as a teacher, he says, “What can we do as
teachers is impart lessons to kids that allow them to have hope but
while also confronting these huge problems. For every problem, we try
to present a solution and we try to allow them to do it.”

Katie Boehnlein is a writer/intern for CLEARING
magazine, and is currently in the MS Science
Education program at Southern Oregon University.
She enjoys writing about the endless expressions of
place-based education, inspired by so many creative
teachers. Katie blogs about her own ecological and
urban adventures at “In the Midst,” which can be
found at kboehnlein.wordpress.com.
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Pollinator Education Resources
Are you buzzing to get your hands on a hive tool? These resources below will get you started on connecting your students to the wonders of pollinators. If you’re looking to start a beehive on campus, start by
contacting your local bee club to see when they offer beginning beekeeping classes.
Montana Pollinator Education Project (MPEP)
Visit the Montana Department of Agriculture (http://agr.mt.gov/agr/Programs/AgClassroom/LessonPlans/SchoolProjects/K-8montanapollinator/) website for full lesson plans, posters, seed packets, and
parent outreach materials about pollinators for educators to use free of charge! For educators in Montana,
the MPEP puts on workshops on how to integrate pollinator education into their existing science, language
arts, and arts curriculums. The response to this project has been overwhelmingly positive, as the MPEP
have been sending kits to teachers all across America; they have even had requests from overseas! All lesson plans are aligned with the Common
Core standards, so teachers can easily fit the writing assignments into their existing curriculum.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Pollinator Education Program
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service offers extensive educational information about pollinators on their website, from activity guides to PowerPoint presentations to a guide for creating schoolyard habitats. (http://www.fws.gov/pollinators/) The Fish
and Wildlife Service in Washington State has also fostered a rich relationship with an alternative high
school farming nonprofit called Garden Raised Urban Bounty (GRuB) in Olympia, WA. Fish and Wildlife
biologist, Jeff Chan, has given classes and placed hives at their farmhouse, which has culminated in twenty
of the students tending one of the hives themselves. The farm school will be integrating beekeeping into
their school’s curriculum in the years ahead. Read more about this partnership on the blog for Fish and
Wildlife Service members in Washington State. (http://wordfromwild.blogspot.com/2013/06/how-sweetit-is-fws-teaches-students.html)
The Pollinator Partnership
The Pollinator Partnership is a nonprofit organization that aims at protecting the health of managed
and native pollinating animals living in North America. They offer a comprehensive pollinator education
program for grades 3-6 called “Nature’s Partners,” along with many other resources available for free on
their website! (http://pollinator.org/beesmart_teachers.htm)

USFWS Biologist Jeff Chan
shows a honeycomb to
students at GruB in Olympia,
WA. Photo credit: Teal
Waterstrat (USFWS)

Educators at a pollinator education
workshop in Kalispell, MT put on by
the Montana Pollinator Education
Project.

The Xerces Society
The Xerces Society is a nonprofit organization that protects
wildlife through the conservation of invertebrates and their habitat. For over forty years, the Society has been
at the forefront of invertebrate protection worldwide, harnessing the knowledge of scientists and the enthusiasm of citizens to implement conservation programs. They feature some great resources for educators on their
website, spanning information about school gardens to native bees to pollinator identification sheets (http://
www.xerces.org/educational-resources/). The Xerces Society also provides information on citizen monitoring,
a wonderful, real-world science activity to do with students. One idea would be to follow the “Great Sunflower
Project” curriculum, which involves planting sunflowers and observing pollinators that visit them. (http://www.
greatsunflower.org/)

Immense Possibilities
Last year, Southern Oregon Public Television aired an inspiring 30-minute video called “Bees: nurturing
the tiny connectors of sustainability,” featuring our “Honeybee Heroes” Sarah (BeeGirl) and Ryan King. (http://
www.immensepossibilities.org/ipr-podcasts/bee-keeping) “How can we help the bees survive?” they ask. It’s up to us to answer.
College Beekeeper
This website, managed by Michael Smith of Cornell University, is aimed at college students who want to start a student beekeeping program. An
incredible resource with step-by-step advice, College Beekeeper could be adapted for an elementary or middle school context as well. It also calls for
action: “With pollinators declining, and beekeepers aging, it’s essential to get younger people involved in beekeeping.” (https://
sites.google.com/site/collegebeekeeper/)

Photo credit:
Studio

Seattle’s Pollinator Pathway
For Seattle-area teachers, the Pollinator Pathway project aims at creating continuous habitat where pollinators can thrive.
The current pathway “draws a line of plant life” for one mile along Columbia Street in Seattle and is an inspiring artistic and
scientific model for creating pollinator habitat within a city. This would be a neat idea for teachers looking to connect their
pollinator education to art and mapping studies! For more information, visit the Pollinator Pathway website. (http://www.pollinatorpathway.com/)
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Creating Leaders in the Field of Environmental Education

Day 2

of our overnight
program at Deer Creek Center.
The students were super excited
to look for macroinvertebrates
in the creek. Cooperatively,
we classifued them to learn
about water quality. Last
night around the campfure the
students acted out skits and
sang songs. Most of them had
never camped before.

Master of Science

Environmental Education
Additional Certifications
A field-based interdisciplinary
Earn a Master of Arts in Teaching and
program focused on developing
Initial Teaching License in
and implementing environmental Oregon
secondary science (Biology or Integrated
education programs.
Science) or upper elementary/middle

school level. Or, a Certificate in Non-profit
Management.

Apply Today !
Students from diverse academic
backgrounds are encouraged to apply.
Application deadlines are

January 15th and April 15th.
Financial Aid

Graduate assistantships are available.
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E.E. in the classroom

Environmental
Education: The
Science of Learning
and Doing

by Cecelia Bosma
Trinity Lutheran School
Litchfield, Arizona

W

e live on a planet with limited resources that are often
consumed without caution. Finding ways to engage
students in pro-environmental behaviors that conserve
these limited resources rather than take them for granted
is a priority for environmental educators. The human population also
needs to work on understanding the benefits and risks we take with our
daily behavior. Conserving the use of paper towels at home and in public
is one easy pro-environmental behavior that will have a positive impact
on the environment. Paper towels do not just use up trees, they also
require large amount of water for production and they end up in landfills
which generates pollution as they slowly decompose. However there
are numerous alternatives to using paper towels at home and at school.
These alternatives are efficient effective and financially thrifty. Often times
conservation practices are rejected because they are time consuming and
or costly. Alternatives to paper towels are neither. The financial benefit is
an incentive for people that don’t relate to the environmental impact of
using paper towels.
Last fall, I designed
a project to engage my
eighth grade science
class in a meaningful
scientific inquiry project
that assisted in deepening
students’ understanding
of the importance of
conservation action
through environmental
education. The project
action focused on
eliminating paper towels in
school bathrooms. There
are many environmental
benefits to reducing the
amount of paper towels
manufactured. One
benefit is the reduction of
trash in landfills because
generally bathroom paper
towels cannot be recycled. Another benefit is the reduction of chemicals
leaching back into our soil from decomposing paper towels. This in
turn saves trees from being processed into paper towels. Environmental
benefits are also found in the amount of water consumed in the
manufacturing of paper towels, and the reduced amount of fuel burned
transporting paper towels.
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Getting started on an inquiry project that is focused on building
environmental knowledge through conservation action on the school
campus can be a challenge. I have been working middle school students
on various inquiry projects to build environmental knowledge for several
years. Each time I start a project I am learning right along with my
students. This project was no exception. Sharing ideas about inquiry and
lessons that motivate students to learn and build knowledge is how we as
teachers can help each other build stronger lesson plans that benefit our
students and communities.

Project Inspiration
Educating adolescents about the impact they have on their
environment is necessary for nurturing lifelong environmental
stewardship (Nancy & Kristi, 2006). In the last twenty years,
environmental education has been gaining a stronger foothold in
classrooms across America
(Stevenson, Peterson, Bondell,
Mertig, & Moore, 2013). The
purpose of environmental
education is to teach students
how to make responsible
decisions, using critical
thinking in order to take action
to maintain or improve our
environment (Short, 2010).
Educators should encourage even
small steps toward environmental
conservation, as they are building
blocks to lifetime environmental
conservation action (Short,
2010). Accordingly, the primary
goal of environmental education
is to instill knowledge that leads
to pro-environmental actions and
behaviors for individuals, groups
and society (Heimlich, 2010).
I have found that engaging the
learners in hands on actionable
learning has a positive effect on the outcome of environmental education.
The burgeoning population of planet Earth has brought about
observable changes in the environment both in populated and
unpopulated regions of the world (Short, 2010). Scientists have observed
these drastic changes in the form of melting ice caps, ozone depletion,
(continued on next page)
deforestation and global
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The Science of Learning and Doing
(continued)

presentation to share with fellow students, parents and the church board
who has a strong influence on decision making changes. The conclusion
of the study resulted in the student recommending the installation of new

warming, all of which can be attributed to human actions (Tidball &
Krasny, 2010). Therefore, it is society’s responsibility to take action
to improve the current environmental status that threatens the very
existence of humans (Stevenson et al., 2013).
Additionally, it is important to incorporate positive actions into
environmental education (Tidball & Krasny, 2010). Instead of focusing
on what is wrong with our environment. Students are motivated by
positive changes that help our environment such as recycling. Inquiry
style learning is one way to incorporate positive action. Increasing
environmental knowledge is a crucial part of environmental education
(Grodzińska-Jurczak, Bartosiewicz, Twardowska, & Ballantyne, 2003).
This project incorporated the inquiry process into the environmental
education program. The students construct their learning by observing,
asking questions and problem solving (Crawford, 2000). The inquiry
process is a way for students to do science like a real scientist. Educating
school children about environmental concerns now will promote action in
the future (Evans et al., 1996).

Table 1 Paper towel weight chart created by students.

The Project
A class of twelve eighth grade students took part in the paper towel
conservation inquiry project. The project began with students watching
the video that inspired me “How to use a paper towel” (Smith, 2012).
Upon completion of the video, students were asked what they thought
of the video and if they thought there were other ways that we could
conserve paper towels in the bathrooms on our campus. Following the
video students took a trip to the boys’ and girls’ bathrooms nearest to our
classroom. Science class is at the end of the day, and students observed
the piles of used paper towels in the garbage and on the ground.
They were challenged to develop a plan for measuring the volume of
paper towels that were used daily for a week. Students worked in pairs to
identify a plan which was presented the next day in class. Students then
voted on the plan they thought would work the best and took steps to
put it into action. One students brought in a scale from home and others
created a data sheet for recording the measurements taken daily of the
weight of paper towels used in each bathroom.
The students tracked the amount, in pounds, of paper towels used
in the 3 sets of boys’ and girls’
for 5 days. This data
“I liked being able to bathrooms
was calculated and graphed to
go outside for science.” demonstrate the amount of paper
towels that our school is disposing
into the landfill each day. A total
of 288 pounds of paper towels are thrown in the trash each week from
the collective school bathrooms (figure 1). Students contacted the
person on staff who handles the ordering of paper towels to determine
that the school spends about $350.00 on paper towels each month.
This information was tabulated into the final graph that compared the
expense of paper towels versus the expense hand dryers (figure 2). The
graph shown in figure 1 and 2 were developed by students; while it could
be perfected it is meant to demonstrate the capabilities of middle school
students. Upon completing the charts students noticed that the older
students used considerably more paper towels than younger students
did.
Students brainstormed alternative ideas to using paper towels. They
researched hand dryers, cotton towel dispensers and looked at the
practicality of using personal towels. After researching each option, they
used the data they collected on alternatives to paper towels to create a
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Paper towels

Cold plasma dryers

Cost per month

$175

$3.33 x 6 = $20

Cost per year

$2100

$20 x 12 = $240

Five Year
Projected Total
Cost

$10,500

$5100

Table 2 Financial comparison of paper towels versus hand
dryers created by students

efficient hand dryers that dry hands in 12 seconds or less. As the students
pointed out in their presentation the machines are also designed to kill
germs in the air and on the skin (Gagnon, 2007).
The presentationwas videotaped and posted on the school website.
Posting the video required getting permission from all of the parents.
This was worthwhile effort because the students were then able to share
what they had learned accomplished and produced with their own
community of friends and neighbors. This made it possible to spread the
idea of replacing paper towels with hand dryers to the larger community
outside of our school.
The final piece of this project was to present a written proposal to the
Board of Directors for consideration. Students were given the task and
some guidelines and they had to collaborate and compromise to develop
a well written proposal that included their research and data results. The
objective of the assignment was to persuade the board to approve the
installation of hand dryers in the bathroom. The proposal was completed
and presented, and is now being considered for implementation.

Action and Reflection
The benefit of inquiry learning is that it provides a method for
gaining deeper knowledge about a subject, in this case environmental
education, and it also builds students skills in problem solving and
analysis. This project provided students the opportunity to conduct
science like a scientist. They observed and questioned. Then they looked
for alternatives, conducted research, devised an action plan and carried
out an investigation. The final part of the project included compiling their
findings and presenting to decision makers. Encouraging and guiding
students to learn about their environment and then to take action is taken
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to authentic level when it involves real and actionable projects. It is my
hope that the board finds merit in the study and takes the necessary steps
to change to electric hand dryers. This action will mitigate the burden, the
use of paper towels, puts on our environment.

Tidball, K. G., & Krasny, M. E. (2010). Urban environmental education
from a social-ecological perspective: conceptual framework for civic
ecology education. Cities and the Environment(1). Retrieved From:
http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/cate/vol3/iss1/11/

I know that this project was beneficial in bolstering students’
knowledge of environmental issues. Throughout the project students took
ownership of each step and worked diligently to complete the work. The
following are several comments from students at the end of the project.

Wells, N. M., & Lekies, K. S. (2006). Nature and the life course: Pathways
from childhood nature experiences to adult environmentalism. Children
Youth and Environments, 16(1), 1-24.

This paper towel action-centered conservation project works to build
students conservation and knowledge that works to promote continued
conservation action (Stevenson et al., 2013). Schools are looking for ways
to keep the material fresh
and relevant for the students
“I hope that hand dryers are incorporating inquiry
installed in the bathrooms” science works towards
that goal. We have a planet
with limited resources, and
an economic system that
often ignores that fact. As time goes by the need for action is even more
crucial for the survival of all of us. Paper towel reduction is one idea that
students can be engaged in environmental education. We have to find
ways for students to not only learn about importance of caring for our
environment but that knowledge must lead to continued environmental
action for the objective to be met.

Cecelia Bosma is the eighth grade teacher at Trinity
Lutheran School in Litchfield, Arizona. She began
teaching at Trinity in 2005 and taught fourth grade
for six years, and also taught second grade for two
years. Mrs. Bosma has a Bachelor of Arts Degree in
Liberal Studies from California State University East
Bay and a valid Teaching Credential through the
state of Arizona.

As a teacher, focusing on improving techniques to guide inquiry
learning, leads to discovering ways to make projects authentic and real.
Utilizing inquiry in environmental education provides students an
enriching learning environment. This is my story of a journey to use
inquiry as a catalyst for environmental change.
Embrace your story!
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Blending western science and Traditional Knowledge

It takes a community to raise a scientist: A case for
community-inspired research and science education in an
Alaskan Native Community.

S

by Nievita Bueno Watts and Wendy F. Smythe
outheast Alaska is the main territory of the American
Haida population. The community of Hydaburg, located
in a temperate coastal rainforest on Prince of Wales
Island, is richly endowed with a wide variety of natural
resources and has retained much of its knowledge and
skills pertaining to customary and traditional use of
local resources. The community is centered on the Hydaburg River,
which empties into the narrow Sukkwan Strait and ultimately in the
Eastern North Pacific Ocean, presenting a multitude of freshwater and
marine opportunities for fishing, hunting, and gathering. Hydaburg
River and other nearby rivers support generally healthy salmon runs,
though according to tribal elders and fishermen the numbers of salmon
have declined in certain watersheds due to logging activity (Glenn
Douglas and Claude Morrison, personal communication, 2010). Local
old-growth, second-growth and recently logged watersheds provide wild
The Center for Coastal Margin Observation
and Prediction (CMOP) is a multiinstitutional, National Science Foundation
(NSF) Science and Technology Center that
takes an interdisciplinary approach to studying
the region where the Columbia River empties
into the Pacific Ocean.
The CMOP-School Collaboratories (CSC) program is based on
the idea that Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) pathway development requires an intensive and
sustained effort to build relatiionships aong science educators,
students, school personnel, and the tribal community.
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Lessons
Learned from
a Geoscience
Education
Program in
an Alaskan
Native Village

game and berries,
tea and medicinal
plants, and wood
products for firewood,
building materials
and art products.
Sukkwan Strait and
the surrounding
environment supply
an abundance of
fishery resources such
as anadromous fish,
halibut, herring, crab,
shrimp, bivalve mollusks, salicornia and other sea greens.
The American population of Haida originally settled on Prince of
Wales Island in the 16th century, having emigrated from Haida Gwaii,
located off of what is now the coast of British Columbia. As with many
other tribes, the past two centuries have provided daunting challenges
to the Haida people and culture. The introduction of Euro-American
diseases occurred in the late 18th century and by the late 19th century;
smallpox and other diseases had reduced the Haida population by 90%
(Brighthurst, 2000). Soon after, state and federal boarding schools began
separating young children from their families, systematically disciplining
them for speaking their native tongues or practicing native traditions.
This practice continued into the mid-20th century and many of today's
Haida elders experienced the abuses of boarding school (Georgianna
Douglas and Glenn Douglas, personal communication, 2011). Although
native students at boarding schools employed a number of strategies
to hold on to their culture (Brave Heart, 1999), by the end of the 20th
century, the Haida language was spoken fluently by an estimated total
of only 45 people – 15 in America and 30 in Canada (Lewis, 2009).
However, as in other Alaska Native/Native American communities,
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Hydaburg tribal members are forging a cultural revival. Haida linguists
are teaching Haida language classes and archiving traditional stories of
Haida history from tribal elders. Though school instruction is in English,
elementary school students learn Haida-language songs and games
as well as oral traditions translated into both English and Haida. The
community has a number of master and apprentice carvers, weavers, and
artists who use traditional tools to create stunning works of art founded
on traditional designs.
Hydaburg holds an
annual culture camp that
emphasizes teachings in
Haida language, art, and
traditional practices.
Although the youth
in Hydaburg have
maintained a strong
Haida identity and
community elders are
revered by the younger
generations, few youth
openly practice the traditional culture of their grandparents and greatgrandparents. Instead, the youth with whom we worked were oriented to
mainstream popular music, movies and technology. The dominant social
and physical youth activity is basketball. The school system struggles with
low student achievement, and the youth in Hydaburg exhibited many
of the symptoms of historical trauma described by Brave Heart (2003),
specifically withdrawal from school participation and a lack of selfconfidence in academic disciplines.

Our Teaching Strategies
In traditional Haida culture, parents support and nurture their
children while skills, knowledge, and discipline are taught by extended
family members such as aunts and uncles (Glenn Douglas, personal
communication, 2010). Children with particular abilities are mentored by
specialists in the appropriate aspect of traditional knowledge. According
to Haida elders, many aspects of traditional knowledge are considered
sacred or privileged and are taught only when students are considered
to be sufficiently mature and competent (Georgianna Douglas, personal
communication, 2011).
Although we could not replicate this teaching model, our goal was to
offer a culturally relevant, engaging geoscience curriculum that supported
the community's and students' needs. This program did significantly
deviate from the best practices identified by Mack (2012) in that we did
not take an explicit “culture first” approach. This was for two reasons: (a)
because only two tribal members - the town's environmental planner and
our team leader - had Western science expertise, a significant portion of
the program was led by non-natives who were not culturally fluent; and
(b) because no students spoke fluent Haida, instruction was primarily in
English with Haida terms and phrases incorporated as a second-language
supplement. Thus, the program’s de facto approach was to place western
science on an equal footing with traditional knowledge. We felt that
because students were heavily oriented to modern culture, our approach
would be more effective than attempting to ground our lessons entirely in
traditional values and culture.

ecology and oceanography connected to the community's water supplies
for consumption, recreation, and fishery resources. When the students
would share their traditional knowledge, we would use this opportunity
to actively reinforce the validity of that knowledge and to point out the
ways in which western science complemented it. Whenever possible we
incorporated stories told by community members in Haida and translated
into English, and introduced Haida terms to the students.
STEM enrichment activities were delivered to students in three discrete
weeks of each school year and one week each summer of the program.
Each week-long visit had a different purpose and emphasis. The first
visit, at the start of each school year, focused on field and laboratory
exercises related to the nearby coastal watersheds and served to align our
instructional activities on practical and traditional community needs.
Mid-year visits focused on maintaining relationships with students
and teachers, helping teachers make progress with student projects,
and establishing projects for the spring science symposium. End of
year visits focused on the science symposium, with team members and
teachers helping students complete and exhibit their science projects.
The summer trip's purpose was to support culture camp activities with
familyscience experiences and to support tribal assessments of key
fishery and watershed resources conducted with the help of high school
and undergraduate interns. Each visit to Hydaburg was followed by a
team debriefing in which we identified what students learned and what
questions were raised by the activity.
The fall field science activities included macroinvertebrate-based

Lessons Learned: Ten things to consider
when developing a science program with
Native communites
1.

Persistence is key.

2.

Face-to-face communication is vital and takes time.

3.

A community advocate with influence and respect in the
community is critical.

4.

Consult with the Elders first. They have their finger on
the pulse of the community and are the center of the
communication network. Nothing happens without their
approval. Find out what it is okay to talk about and where
your boundaries are and abide by them. Include funds for
honorariums in your proposal. Elders’ time and knowledge is
valuable and they should be compensated as experts.

5.

Partner with individuals or groups, such as the Department of
Natural Resources.

6.

Find a relevant topic. Be flexible with your curriculum choice.
It must reflect the needs and interests of the community and
the abilities of the teacher you are working with.

7.

Be prepared bring supplies with you. Ship items in advance if
going to a remote location.

8.

Have the ability to provide individual instruction for
students who need it to prepare projects and practice giving
presentations.

9.

Involve the community. Hold events in a community center to
encourage everyone to attend.

Instructional activities
In this program we provided a wide variety of STEM enrichment
activities for students in grades 5-12. Lessons were provided using
a student-centered strategy, probing students for their knowledge,
experiences and interests before deciding what material we would teach
and at what level we would teach. The material taught was placed in
practical rather than traditional context, emphasizing how watershed
CLEARING Spring 2016

10. View your involvement as a long-term investment in a
committed community relationship.
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Integrating Traditional Knowledge and
Geoscience Education
(continued)

bioassessments and chemistry-based water quality studies of local rivers,
deployment or collection of marine shipworm traps at the local marina,
dendrochronology studies of newly sawn totem poles to document climate
change, microbiology studies of various surfaces and water sources, and
oceanography science. We loosely followed the KWL (What do you Know,
What do you Want to know, What did you Learn) format (Carr & Ogle,
1987) for introductory and follow-up discussions of each activity. Field
trips and experiments were preceded by a discussion of students’ prior
knowledge and an introduction of science concepts using diagrams, maps,
group discussion, and traditional stories relevant to the topic.
The spring trip was focused on science experiments for the yearend, non-competitive science symposium. However, our team of 6-9
scientists also led throughout the week a variety of fun, hands-on
experiments and demonstrations, such as Mentos™ geysers, crystal
growth experiments, luminous bacteria streak plates, and sciencethemed skits. For most of the week, project team members helped
individual students or small groups complete a wide variety of science
experiments. Over the course of the two and a half-year enrichment
program, students in grades 5-6 performed consumer research (e.g.
“which bubble gum blows the biggest bubbles?”) and electricity
experiments. Students in grades 7-12 pursued small-group projects
appropriate for their earth science, biology, and chemistry classes
or participated with a larger group that built a three-dimensional,
spatially accurate coastal watershed styrofoam-and-clay model based
on a topographic map of Hydaburg (Figure 3). The multi-grade
special education class performed remarkably sophisticated, social
peer-pressure experiments in which survey subjects were pressured into
choosing a particular brand as the tastiest peanut butter (younger group),
or identifying the larger of two polygons based on a previous student’s
identification.
Summer activities included CMOP- and tribal government-sponsored
watershed assessment internships and and enrichment activities that
added value to the tribe’s annual culture camp (Figure 4). During culture
camp, family groups were taught to perform water quality assessments
using macroinvertebrate surveys and tide pool ecology. A strong
emphasis was put on how these types of assessments could help protect
the community’s natural resources and complement traditional resource
management practices. The inclusion of parents in these activities was
intended to build broad community support for our science enrichments.
In every visit to Hydaburg we supported Haida cultural reclamation
efforts by funding the language preservation activities of a local linguist
and by holding frequent meetings with community leaders and elders.
This support led to the creation of audio and videographic records of
Haida-language stories and recollections by elders and the translation of
western scientific terms into the Haida language. The translation process
resulted in the creation of new Haida phrases for scientific terms. For
example, prior to this project there were no Haida terms for the words
“computer,” “calculator” or “camera.” These and other words were added
to the Haida vocabulary through a consensus effort by the elders.

Assessment Methods
Our assessments were aligned with our student- and communitycentered program objectives and were guided by the basic question
of how to best serve this specific community’s needs. We employed a
mixed-models methodology (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004) which
emphasized qualitative assessments to both measure the impacts of the
program on students and community members and to provide feedback
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for program adjustments. Quantitative surveys, which focused on each
year’s science fair, provided an independent measurement of program
effectiveness and student attitudes toward science.

Non-traditional native students benefit from a
creative, flexible, and contextualized approach
Although students in this community generally revered and
respected their tribal elders, there was sometimes a cultural disconnect.
Unlike other tribes that have much or most of their indigenous
language intact, this community's language and traditional knowledge
base has been fragmented by historical traumas. The youth in this
community have a strong emotional attachment to a Haida identity but
speak little Haida and practice their traditional culture sporadically.
Thus we could not emphasize Haida language and culture as a way to
make science relevant, as recommended by Mack (2012) and others.
In fact, the approach that proved effective was the opposite: we used
science as a way of affirming traditional Haida knowledge and culture.
The effectiveness of our approach was best demonstrated by
informally observable improvements in student engagement over time,
particularly among students who participated as summer bioassessment
interns. Student interest in science grew significantly in year two of the
project, with students designing their own science projects, taking part in
fundraising activities to attend national or regional science conferences
and actively participating in field investigations. To date, 16 students have

Figure 3. 3-D model of Hydaburg built with styrofoam sheets and modeling
clay. Vertical relief is exaggerated. The model is waterproof so students can
simulate surface water flow by pouring “rainwater” on the surface.
participated in team poster presentations at national conferences, with
two students winning conference awards in 2012.

Project leadership by a community member
was critical
In this effort a Haida community member (Smythe) was the explicit
project leader, while others were present to provide resources and
assistance. Philosophically, this structure was a critical component of our
effort as it demonstrated to the tribe that the project team was ready to
assist the community in its own agenda. Without this structure we would
simply have been a group of outsiders dictating outside solutions to
problems which we independently identified.
From a practical standpoint, community leadership in the project
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was necessary to facilitate discussions with parents and other community
members. In these discussions, our team leader's understanding of tribal
politics and cultural mores was critical. Navigating this complex social
structure requires the proper mix of assertiveness and deference, and it
is essential to understand what constitutes appropriate gifts, visits, and
social acknowledgments for elders and other community leaders. These
social acknowledgments need to be handled with an astute understanding
of the social and power relationships between modern and traditional
governmental entities, clans, and families.

Establishing credibility
in the community takes time
The community of Hydaburg has multiple entities - tribal elders, city
government, tribal government, the regional Native Corporation, the
school district, the school board - with formal or informal authority over
specific aspects of life. Sincere attempts to acknowledge and respect a
variety of individual, cultural and governmental perspectives were critical
for a successful collaboration. As in most rural communities, citizens
have witnessed many short-term programs delivered by outsiders that
had little long-term impact, and residents were naturally skeptical of
outside participants taking part in the education of students. Long-term
persistence by the project team was required before the community
became fully vested in the effort. This was true for both community
members and school teachers. School teachers in general resist making
major curricular changes to accommodate temporary interventions by
outside interests, and even after long-term trust has been gained, teachers
must be allowed time to alter their curriculum to incorporate new
concepts and plan for adequate field time.

Community-centered science education efforts
benefited the whole community
Though results are not encapsulated in our formal surveys, discussion
with elders and other community members has revealed that our
program has had a dramatic effect on the entire community. Students
have privately expressed their excitement about the activities we provide.
Parents have communicated their excitement about the opportunities
that this program brings to their children and to their community. Many
of the positive effects are related to joint efforts with our community
partners, and others have resulted from activities that we initiated and
were later sponsored by other partners. Some concrete effects of this
broad effort included:
• An increase in college/trade school attainment from 5% in 2000-2009 to
62% in 2010-2012
• 71% of 2010-2012 college entrants received scholarships
• After summer bioassessment internships, 8 summer interns have
worked for the tribal government performing water quality assessments
• The tribal government has used water chemistry and bioassessment
data from student projects and summer internships to write major
grant proposals that were awarded for remediation of contaminated
river/estuaries
• The tribe has made watershed science a permanent component of the
annual culture camp activities
• Tribal organizations across Prince of Wales Island have taken
notice and are developing an island-wide watershed science
consortium.

Figure 4. Totem pole raising, performed using traditional engineering
methods, at the summer culture camp. CMOP-sponsored watershed
assessment activities during culture camp emphasize complementary
nature of traditional knowledge and western science.

Discussion
In our geosciences education program we have developed a bottomup, community-based approach that strives to keep native students
grounded in their native culture by incorporating cultural traditions
into geoscience education and by maintaining positive relationships
with the tribal community. In this endeavor we seek to develop
not just scientists, but native scientists who will support culturally
appropriate management and utilization of natural resources in the
modern world. Our approach can be thought of as a pyramid that
supports student success. At the
foundation of this pyramid lie
elders and tribal leaders. This
essential foundation supports
families and the community at
large. This community in turn
supports teachers and school
administrators, who ultimately
prepare students to succeed in
a variety of career pathways.
Every element of this structure is
Figure 8. Community based education
necessary for student success, and
model. Elders are always the foundation
the effective approach is always
in a tribal community.
bottom-up.
By building collaborations
with tribal leaders, working directly with community members
to identify community needs, and coupling western science with
traditional knowledge, we have demonstrated the value and utility
of geoscience to the community. This approach establishes a positive
feedback mechanism of support and encouragement for students
interested in science careers, and will ultimately help create a
scientifically trained workforce that becomes an integral part of the
tribal community (Smythe and Bueno Watts, in review). Based on our
experience in southeast Alaska, we posit that education programs using
this community-based approach will increase college attainment, degree
completion, career success, and positive community contributions by
native students.

(continued on next page)
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Integrating Traditional Knowledge and
Geoscience Education
(continued)

Conclusions
In our geoscience education program, we have established and
maintained a positive working relationship with a tribal community
that has a multi-generational legacy of distrust in the outside world.
Through positive interactions with working scientists, sponsored trips
to national conferences, and summer internships, we have exposed a
group of students with no prior college aspirations to the possibility
of a career in science. After a successful short-tem experience,
we are shifting our attention towards the long-term sustainability
of the program, which might over time require its progressive
institutionalization within the traditional tribal structures.
Our support in recording Haida stories and adapting the Haida
language has contributed to the preservation and revitalization of
the community’s language and culture. Further, by incorporating
traditional knowledge into science lessons, we encouraged students
to think of Science as a pursuit that is compatible with Haida culture.
We have taught students and their parents that their watershed and
marine environments are complex systems with both abiotic and biotic
components, and that their water quality and resource base depends
on a properly functioning watershed. We have demonstrated the
importance and utility of geoscience to a community with few scientist
role models. Thanks to relevant geoscience experiences for students,
community meetings, summer culture camp programs and informal
discussions, students and community members understand how
geoscience and western science in general can be used to protect and
maintain their quality of life.
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STEM and NGSS in the Garden

Integrating STEM and
Sustainability Education
through Learning Gardens:
A Place-Based Approach to the
Next Generation Science Standards

by Sybil S. Kelley and Dilafruz R. Williams;
Portland State University

O

ur ecological and social problems are deeply interconnected.
Climate change, habitat destruction, loss of biodiversity, food
insecurity, air and water pollution, along with innumerable
other environmental problems, are increasingly related to
issues of equity and social justice. Addressing these problems requires a
citizenry that is both scientifically and ecologically literate, ensuring that
all people are empowered with the understandings, dispositions, and
skills to address the challenges of this modern world.
CLEARING readers are likely familiar with another crisis of our
times, the idea of “Nature Deficit Disorder” that Richard Louv (2005)
so poignantly described in his landmark book, Last Child in the Woods:
Saving our Children from Nature Deficit Disorder. Louv and numerous
other leaders of the No Child Left Inside initiative have done a remarkable
job pointing out the parallel phenomena of increasing numbers of
children with ADHD and loss of time spent in nature, particularly
unstructured time to explore, engage in imaginative play, and utilize all
the senses. Nonetheless, time that children spend in school has become
more rigid, siloed by discipline (e.g. 90+ minute literacy blocks), and
disconnected from students’ daily lives and lived experiences.
As a society, we place unrealistic demands on educators. Classroom
teachers are continually expected to do more with less—less money,
less support, less time—with increasing mandates and pressures of
accountability, whether from No Child Left Behind or Race to the Top.
Informal educators provide a remarkable array of learning experiences,
CLEARING Spring 2016

yet many teachers do not have the time or capacity to make use of
these opportunities, particularly since in most cases, field trips have
to be rigorously defended and justified in context of the school-day
curriculum. However, since the early 1990s, the school garden movement
has been working to mitigate traditional schooling taking place within
the four walls of the classroom by bringing students outdoors on school
grounds right where the schools are housed.
The adoption of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) by
26 states has the potential to transform teaching and learning in and out
of schools. The focus of the NGSS is on 12 “big ideas” in science (the
Disciplinary Core and Component Ideas, NRC, 2012), bringing these
together into process oriented learning goals (learning performances) that
bridge scientific content with the practices of science and engineering,
and crosscutting concepts that span all the disciplines of science (e.g.
patterns, cause and effect, and systems and system models). The NGSS
raises the bar for science in schools, and will require that much more
attention be paid to science starting in elementary school. To help in this
process, the NGSS are integrated by design. First, science education has
been integrated into STEM education (Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math), elevating the practices and content of engineering design to
the level of scientific inquiry. Further, the NGSS provide connections and
links to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), making them much
more useful for developing integrated, project-based units of instruction.
We believe that school gardens provide a rich milieu to put the NGSS
into practice, making
(continued on next page)
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Integrating STEM and
Sustainability

In other words, school gardens and the
living soil within them can provide a place-based
context for teachers and students to learn together,
alongside other community members, including
the non-human members, developing a sense of
interconnectedness and understanding of our place
in ecological systems.

(continued)
science relevant to the lives of students
as they engage with their own place in
meaningful ways across disciplines.

Williams and Brown (2012) outline seven
pedagogical principles that are foundational to
garden-based education, and that shift learning
from a dry, disconnected model to one that is
active and alive. Learning gardens cultivate a sense
of place, awaken the senses, and foster wonder and
curiosity; further, through practical experience,
learners observe rhythm and scale, develop
understandings of interconnectedness, and value
biocultural diversity. Much of schooling focuses on
visual and auditory learning modalities. Learning
gardens on the other hand provide multisensory,
kinesthetic learning experiences for children (and
adults). They provide accessible places to build
connections to nature—allowing learners to see,
feel, hear, smell, and taste the wonders of nature.
In our own teaching and working with teachers in
low-income schools in particular, we have found
the desperate need for this connection among
adults and children alike.

STEM and Sustainability
Education:
Sense of Place

As an individually and socially
constructed phenomenon, relationship
to place is complex and so is the creation
and development of meaning, attachment,
and identity based on this relationship.
To know one’s place is prerequisite to
knowing one’s self. According to several
scholars, sense of place is recognized as
a key component of sustainability and
sustainability education. Wendell Berry
Figure 1: An unexpected discovery of a Goldenrod
(1990) tells us that if we do not know
Crab Spider feasting on an unsuspecting honey bee
where we are, we cannot know who
yielded immediate fascination and interest among
we are. David Orr (1992) explains that
students and teachers alike.
people with a sense of place become
“inhabitants” who dwell deeply, steeped in
As districts, schools, and individual classroom
connections. Similarly, David Sobel (2004)
teachers work to implement the NGSS, innumerable, place-based
asserts that people tend to protect what they love and know; therefore
opportunities exist to address national, state, and local goals within
the actual places where we live, work, and play, become an explicit part of
the context of learning gardens. Nonetheless, it will require leadership
sustainability initiatives.
at many levels to reach the vision of the NGSS and the school garden
Sustainability education takes a holistic, systemic view of the world,
movement. Principals need to see the value of garden-based education
is place-based, experiential, and transformative. Effective, high-quality
and embrace this type of teaching and learning by supporting and
STEM teaching, which should include learning experiences that are
protecting their teachers. As professionals and leaders working directly
relevant and meaningful to students’ lives, are active and interactive,
with students, teachers will need support in developing relevant, placeand make use of observation and evidence to develop meaning and
based lessons that address the NGSS. Teachers must be integral players,
understanding (knowledge claims). STEM and sustainability education
bringing their expertise and experiences to the process.
are complementary and should be brought together in mainstream
In our summer professional development course entitled,
education.
Integrating STEM and Sustainability Education through Learning Gardens,
Not only do we need to weave STEM and sustainability education
classroom teachers, garden-based educators, and graduate students in
together, we need to elevate both more prominently in schools. Recent
studies have illuminated statistically significant reductions in science
instructional time in elementary classrooms (Blank, 2013). These
findings are quite troubling considering the need for scientifically and
ecologically literate graduates. If we wait until middle and high school
to emphasize science, we have already lost a tremendous number of
students, most typically students who are already marginalized in
mainstream educational (and other) systems. Making use of learning
gardens can provide a solution. Teaching and learning in gardens is a
way to increase student engagement in learning, and also to support
different learning styles, integrate various disciplines, and revitalize
schools and neighborhoods.
Using “living soil” as a metaphor for re-envisioning education,
Williams and Brown (2012) state,
Gardens present an appropriate life-enriching ecological practice
that guides curriculum, teaching, and learning. In an era characterized
by educational malaise and apathy and amidst a repetitive discourse of
racing to the top, gardens offer an alternative and regenerative model
for bringing schools to life that differs significantly from mechanistic
techno-scientific reform efforts oriented toward economic globalization.
(p. 22)
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Figure 2: Students collaborate to gather data about the number and diversity
of species they can observe and record in their habitat sampling area.
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the Leadership for Sustainability program work together to implement
a place-based curriculum with elementary students in a summer garden
program through SUN Schools (Schools Uniting Neighborhoods). In
the afternoons, this diverse group of educators has the opportunity
to grapple with the content and design of the NGSS, and to work
collaboratively to develop integrated, standards-based instructional
units that are contextualized in school learning gardens. For the NGSS
to become a reality, teachers will need more professional learning
experiences that empower them to put their expertise and knowledge of
their students (their place) into the design and implementation of wellplanned instructional
units. NGSS and the
Framework for K-12
Science Education
(NRC, 2012) from
which they were
developed provide
the structure and
scaffolding for building
curriculum, but efforts
led by teachers and
partners from higher
education and the local
community will provide
the flesh and details for
implementation.
In the following
paragraphs, we
will highlight some
examples of what the
Figure 3: Students and teachers search for crit- NGSS in learning
ters (aka, decomposers) in the raised garden
gardens can look like
beds at their school.
in practice. The first
scenario provides an
example of an engaging encounter that could open the door to numerous
explorations, while the second is an actual lesson we have used in the
summer garden program. Both highlight the rich learning opportunities
that emerge and are literally just outside the classroom door.

I

n science, teachers are often encouraged to use the “5E” instructional
model (Bybee et al, 2006) that includes “Engage, Explore, Explain,
Extend, and Evaluate.” In the garden, all five E’s can be woven together,
but “engage” and “explore” are particularly ripe. Last summer, a group of
teacher candidates and youth ranging in age from four to twelve years
old were thoroughly engaged and excited by this predator-prey discovery.
For teachers, such wonders provide an anchor for numerous learning
experiences.
For example, a Kindergarten teacher could help her students
investigate the needs of different plants and animals in the garden. By
gathering age-appropriate data (perhaps a simple table with a name and/
or drawing of the organism and what the students observe each organism
eating), students can develop an explanation of how different animals
eat different (and in some cases the same) things. This would directly
address the Kindergarten NGSS related to structures and processes in
organisms, specifically the component concept about matter and energy
flow in organisms (from NGSS (2013), K-LS1-1. Use observations to
describe patterns of what plants and animals (including humans) need
to survive). First grade teachers and students could build on foundations
laid in kindergarten by focusing on the structure and function of plants
and animals, and how an organism’s structures help it survive and grow
(1-LS1-1. Use materials to design a solution to a human problem by
mimicking how plants and/or animals use their external parts to help
them survive, grow, and meet their needs).
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As another possible direction, this initial discovery could serve as
the platform for introducing the 3rd grade standards related to heredity
and biological evolution. By combining hands-on data collection in
the garden with internet research, or perhaps inviting a local scientist/
arachnologist to visit the class, students could compare the variations
among this particular species of spider (e.g. some have red strips, others
do not), as well as traits of other spider species. Using their data, they
could construct an argument about why some species are more likely
to survive in particular habitats over others (3-LS3-2. Use evidence to
support the explanation that traits can be influenced by the environment;
3-LS4-2. Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations
in characteristics among individuals of the same species may provide
advantages in surviving, finding mates, and reproducing (NGSS, 2013)).
In each of these possible scenarios, there are also numerous
interdisciplinary connections to reading and math expectations in
the Common Core State Standards (CCCS) and to real world issues.
For example, as third graders learned about the relationships between
species and their specific habitats, they could also read a variety of
texts describing the flora and fauna, as well as abiotic components, of
different ecosystems. They could read and discuss the role of pollinators
in ecosystems, and how pollinators are so crucial to our own food
sources, particularly those in a specific location—i.e. for this place. As a
culminating product, students could create a short video or poster that
argues why sustainable agriculture practices are vital to food security and
the planet as a whole.
The second example is one that we have experienced first-hand
in the summer garden program connected with the Integrating STEM
and Sustainability Education through Learning Gardens course—Is Soil
Alive?—the driving question behind two days of soil explorations. The
first day was spent collecting samples to test for soil composition. As
students waited for the layers of sand, silt, and clay from various locations
around the school yard to settle in their jars, they explored decomposers
in the compost and worm bins, and those found in the garden. As a
culminating activity (that could also serve as an assessment), students
were given a worksheet that asked them to draw what they had observed
above and below ground in the garden. The overarching question, “Is soil
alive? Explain your thinking” guided students.
This cluster of lessons provides several clear connections to the
NGSS, particularly related to
(continued on next page)

Figure 4: While observing and recording the decomposers found in the
compost bin, a student observed this black soldier fly emerge from its
pupa. It is hard to imagine doing a better job of explaining life cycles than
an experience such as this can provide.
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But equally important, an open-ended question such as “Is the Soil
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provided with a concrete example of some relatively abstract, complex
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cycles, and flows, laying a strong foundation for further exploration and
learning in upper grades. Students had the opportunity to engage in
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their claims. Some of the more complicated explanations of why the
mineral portions of soil are non-living while the system as a whole can
be considered alive, at the most basic level, were understandable to the
elementary-age students. If teachers had given “the right answer” as is
traditionally related to properties of living and non-living elements of
soil, they would have discouraged students from thinking, imagining,
inferring, and looking for evidence. Furthermore, a response that
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Recommendations/call to action:
School and community learning gardens provide rich, easilyaccessible contexts for integrating STEM and sustainability education.
Learning experiences that are multisensory, place-based, and
interconnected come to life in the garden, making teaching and
learning relevant and meaningful to students and teachers alike. The
recent adoption of the Next Generation Science Standards, which
emphasize application of knowledge, higher-order thinking skills,
and demonstration of proficiency through performance, present the
educational community with a unique opportunity to make better use
of such spaces for teaching and learning. To help move our community
closer to this vision, we offer a few suggestions to help in this process:
Think big, start small—meaningful change takes time. It is
important to spend time envisioning and planning in the early stages so
that your garden-based aspirations can be turned into reality.
Whether you are new to outdoor, garden-based education or an
experienced practitioner, it is important to set shared expectations and
norms with your students. Too many children have not spent a lot of time
outside in nature. Furthermore, when they have been outside during school
hours, it is often recess, not learning time. It is important to be clear that
even though students are outside the classroom, it is still time for learning.
Related to number two, get outside regularly. As students become
more familiar with the garden routines, they will be more comfortable and
“on-task.” Consider learning outdoors to be equally essential as learning
with technology. Nature time is as important as screen time.
Share your successes (and challenges)—with colleagues, your
principal, parents, and your students.
Connect with other educators and resources. For instance, the
following websites can provide even more links to others interested in
learning gardens: Oregon School Garden Summit (http://www.ode.state.
or.us/search/page/?id=4202), OSU Extension’s gardening program (http://
extension.oregonstate.edu/gardening/), Learning Gardens Laboratory
(http://www.pdx.edu/elp/learning-gardens-laboratory) and many other
local, regional, and statewide organizations.
Most of all, have fun! Learning should be a fulfilling lifelong
endeavor. That will only happen if it is fun, engaging, and meaningful.
Learning gardens are the perfect mileau!
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Nature, Empire and Paradox in
Environmental Education

by David A. Greenwood, Lakehead University, Ontario, Canada

As part of the 2009 North American Association of Environmental Education Research Symposium, this
article addresses the cultural and theoretical frameworks that we bring to environmental education, the
web of ideas and experiences that define the scope and purpose of the work in its geopolitical context.
Originally delivered as a keynote address at the symposium, the paper highlights two necessarily related
conversations within environmental education: the first concerns the problem of empire, including
its roots in imperialism and colonialism, as well contemporary problems of globalization; the second
concerns the problem of nature, including the need to develop intimate connections with the non-human
on a planet that everywhere bares the mark of human alteration. Nature and empire are two poles on
a continuum that shape the cultural and ecological contexts of life and learning. The author argues for
the need to hold empire and nature not in opposition, but in paradox. Holding the tension of paradox
complicates simplistic binaries, and can contribute to a stance that appreciates the relationships between
seeming polarities in the intersectional work of social and ecological change.

F

or starters, I want to welcome all travelers to the Columbia River
environmental education: local–global; urban–rural; environment–
watershed. Here we are. I live some 300 miles east on the Idaho
culture; masculine–feminine; native–settler; public–private; land–
border, and the Palouse River that flows full of agricultural silt and
property; commons–enclosure; human–more-than-human; inhabitant–
erosion through my rural town
refugee; social justice–ecojustice;
mixes here with Portland’s urban
schooling–learning; domination–resistance;
confluences on its way to the Pacific
me–you; us–them; nature–empire.
Environmental
education
of
any
stripe
Ocean. The mouth of the Columbia
My thesis is a simple claim around a single
can deepen its theory and practice by
is an impressive roar of waves,
paradox: environmental education of any
marine life and history, commerce,
stripe can deepen its theory and practice
purposefully embracing the tensions
and even today, shipwreck.
by purposefully embracing the tensions
between nature and empire.
Historian Richard White (1995)
between nature and empire. Nature and
called the great Columbia River
empire are two poles on a continuum that
“the organic machine”: upriver
shape the cultural and ecological contexts
the once wild Columbia and its many tributaries are now a mechanized
of life and learning.
and politicized system of dammed, slack-water reservoirs. The organic
In the tradition of 19th century natural history, imagine an object lesson.
machine, indeed.
I hold in my hands two related objects: the flight feather of a barn owl,
The tension of paradox surrounds us, and it surrounds the field of
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and a wallet full of
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(continued)
plastic and paper money. Inquiry: How do these objects and what they
represent implicate me and shape our work? Nature and empire, the flight
feather of an owl and the wallet of a white man, generate a paradox, a
paradox that we need to hold, and balance.
We need to embrace paradox because we nature-lovers and no-childleft-insiders must also face up to the eco- and genocidal politics of
empire, politics we’re all complicit with everyday in our cosmopolitan
superprivilege. We need to embrace paradox because as heady academics
and well-meaning activists, we can easily forget the gift of our own
embodied and earthy existence. This feather is perfect. No matter how
scientifically rigorous, politically informed, or culturally responsive,
environmental education is barren if it does not include re-enchantment
with the wide world of creation, encounters with the others, and gratitude
for the gift of life.
Nature, empire, and paradox.
Nature. Remember, when you walked miles into the mountains until
the rant of your mind receded. The sounds around you returned. Birds,
insects, movement in the cover. The air, warm and cool of sun and shade.
You started to blend, quiet self diminished and enlarged by a place full of
others, and though walking through, you felt belonging. Until later you
startled a cougar, you had thought this impossible, your shared shock
while everything stopped, her ears twitching, brown eyes locked on your
next move, your heart jumping on your chest, predator, prey, you watched
each other’s bodies trembling. Remember, how against reason you wanted
to run, how you caught your breath and she suddenly returned easily to
the ninebark. The day shimmered, your relief, you had finally come back
to your senses.
Encounter, enchantment, gratitude.
Empire. Like globalization, empire describes the political economy
of the planet: the new imperialism, colonization, development, free
trade. Empire—a system of domination and resistance, a bio-political
power that is exercised, internalized, and shaped by networks of human
cultures worldwide. A system of authority and control enacted by all of
us, motivated by habit, addiction, desire, necessity, dreams of a better
life, fantasies of endless economic growth—all increasing the throughput
of natural and human capital. Empire creates and destroys under the
flashing lights of a “postindustrial” age. Empire—your iPhone, my laptop,
the G-20—ecological and social impacts concealed, denied, ignored,
and masked as ecological nostalgia or market opportunities. The subject
of empire is the commodity; the object is the consumer. All of us are its
soldiers.
Domination, critique, resistance
Context: It’s a beautiful world, life is short, and I want to live. I want to
feel the wind rushing around me. I want to walk on the land I love, every
day. I want to garden with my children and watch them taste the fruits.
I want friends. I want to drink starlight in the mountains and howl at
the moon. I want the experience of being alive, to feel my sensuous and
spiritual relation to flesh, water, rock, fire, wind, species, shooting stars. I
want to keep my privileges and increase them. I want to travel to Europe
with my family. I want to see my daughters in London or Paris.
Context: Planet Earth 2009, population and industrial explosions,
perpetual war, mass extinctions, billions of us striving for better and
more, the unthinkable suffering of others. Such beauty and possibility
for wonder, connection, pleasure—and—as Barry Lopez (2001) wrote
in his great essay “The Naturalist”: “To read the newspapers today, to
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merely answer the phone, is to know the world is in flames” (pg 24).
Earth abides; meanwhile, no one knows the full extent of the mess we’re
making of habitats, species, biosphere, ecosystems, neighborhoods,
cultures, selves, others, relationships. No one knows the full extent of “this
entire extractive culture [of empire] that has been deforesting, defishing,
dewatering, desoiling, despoiling, destroying since its beginnings”
(Jensen, 2009, pg 10). No one knows the full scale of the problem of
empire, its spiral of unintended con- sequences, and the degree of our
own complicity: the way we are part of the problem we fail to understand,
the way we fail to understand our part in it. Some say we are on the brink
of industrial apocalypse. Others remember: we’ve been here about 500
years.
Anyone paying any attention can see that the mounting data describe
an awesome mess of impacts, but fitting the fragments together is
complicated. How many parts per million CO2? How many African
American men in prison?
Rare is the space in
which related impacts
No matter how scientifically
are acknowledged along
with their more complex
rigorous, politically informed,
cultural causes. But
or culturally responsive,
increasingly, impacts are
experiential, and therefore
environmental education is
transformative. During
barren if it does not include
my first week of classes
this fall, a graduate student re-enchantment with the wide
showed us a collage of
world of creation, encounters
photographs she made
with the others, and gratitude
from her travels with
Philippine Exchange: a
for the gift of life.
dichotomous landscape
of incredible beauty,
destruction from mining,
factories like prisons, and desperate poverty: people barely surviving,
naked children playing on mountains and rivers of waste. Slumdog
without millionaire; millionaire far removed. “It humbled me,” she said,
and our privileged space of learning grew quiet. Breathe it in now.
I believe that appropriate responses to the facts surrounding nature and
empire—what we know and don’t know, what we feel and don’t feel—
are anger, fear, grief, and humility. Avoiding such emotions can lead
to projections that may contribute to problems we deny or arrogantly
claim to understand. We might learn to be with, rather than run from,
the natural sense of despair that the field of environmental education
sometimes schools us to avoid. If we are the least connected to others, we
are part of a great suffering. Inquiry: Can we hold the paradox between
suffering and hope, the dichotomous landscape of wretchedness and
magnificence? “The test of a first-rate intelligence,” F. Scott Fitzgerald
(1936/2008) wrote, “is the ability to hold two opposing ideas in mind
at the same time and still retain the ability to function. One should, for
example, be able to see that things are hopeless yet be determined to
make them other- wise” (pg 2).
Paradox. Along with grief, anger, and a rational fear of catastrophe, there
is also a sense of urgency and responsibility, an embodied and shared
knowing that we must do what we can, and now.
From “Hieroglyphic Stairway,” by Drew Dellinger (2006, p.47):
it’s 3:23 in the morning and I’m awake because my great great
grandchildren won’t let me sleep my great great grandchildren ask me
in dreams
what did you do while the planet was plundered? what did you do
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when the earth was unraveling?
surely you did something when the seasons started failing?
as the mammals, reptiles, birds were all dying?
did you fill the streets with protest when democracy was stolen?
what did you do once you knew?
(See the poet perform the entire poem at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XW63UUthwSg)
___________________________
W. S. Merwin said of poetry, “Any work of art makes one very simple
demand on anyone who genuinely wants to get in touch with it. And
that is to stop. You’ve got to stop what you’re doing, what you’re thinking,
and what you’re expecting and just be there . . . however long it takes”
(Merwin in Moyers, 1995, p. 2). Like the other time I seek out on the
land, poetry engenders another cultural way of knowing. It is a dissident
minority tradition within my own colonized and colonizing culture.
Stopping for poetry is an antidote to the morning news, to the incessant
political posturing, to the super-sure academic argument, to the voice of
reason that governs research methods and reports findings with caution
and restraint. Poetry revives me, helps me to recover my wilder self, my
possibilities, my empathy, in a domesticating competitive culture that
makes me feel loss and lost. Poetry does not argue for the truth, it burns
with it. “What did you do once you knew?” (Dellinger, 2006, p.47).
________________________
At 82, W. S. Merwin has won two Pulitzer prizes for poetry including this
year’s prize; he is also an environmental and peace activist. What Merwin
says of poetry is a fruitful beginning for any field of inquiry shaped in
part by empire: we’ve got to stop what we’re doing, what we’re thinking,
and what we’re expecting. Is it possible to let down our guard and just be
here, together?
To deepen a felt experience of paradox between nature and empire, I
want to read two poems by Mary Oliver, another great American poet of
nature. The poems I’ll read are from her recent volume, Red Bird (2008);
the titles are “The Teachers” and “Of the Empire.” These two poems reflect
a tension in environ- mental education: between a focus on nature and
human relationship with the more-than-human world, and a focus on
empire and the political structures that shape people, place, and planet.
My argument, again, is simple: environmental education research must
hold together the tension between nature and empire or risk its own
irrelevance while empire grows and nature recedes.
Mary Oliver is one of the best nature poets ever. She has taught millions
to stop and wake up to their own terrestrial embodiment. In “The
Summer Day” Oliver (1992) confesses:
I don’t know exactly what a prayer is. I do know how to pay attention, how
to fall down into the grass, how to kneel down in the grass, how to be idle
and blessed, how to stroll through the fields. (p.94)
Oliver ends this poem by asking of everyone alive, “What will you do
with your one wild and precious life?” (p. 94). Her poem “The Teachers”
(2008, p.27) is typical of her meditations on slowing and stopping to pay
attention to the others and what our relationship to others might signify.
The Teachers
Owl in the black morning, mockingbird in the burning
slants of the sunny afternoon declare so simply
to the world everything I have tried but still
haven’t been able to put into words,
so I do not go far from that school
with its star-bright or blue ceiling,
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and I listen to those teachers, and others too—
the wind in the trees and the water waves—
for they are what lead me from the dryness of self
where I labor with the mind-steps of language—
lonely, as we all are in the singular,
I listen hard to the exuberances
of the mockingbird and the owl, the waves and the wind.
And then, like peace after perfect speech, such stillness.
_________________________
The teachers, the others, make me more human. The more-than-human
world—as David Abram, Paul Shepard, Annie Dillard, Henry Thoreau,
Rachel Carson, Jay Griffiths, Derrick Jensen, and all my friends remind
me— the more-than-human-world is sacred, biological diversity makes
human life possible, it makes my life, your life, potentially, beautiful.
The logic of empire is destroying this world, leaving behind what David
Quammen (1998) called “a planet of weeds.”
Who are the teachers, what are their names, and what, if we learn to
listen, might we hear the land and the water telling us? Robert Michael
Pyle (2008) wrote, “[Environmental] education, no matter how
topographically or culturally informed, cannot fully or even substantially
succeed without reinstating the pursuit of natural history as an everyday
act” (p. 156). It’s only good manners, Pyle says, to get to know our
neighbors. “What we know, we may choose to care for. What we fail to
recognize, we certainly won’t” (Pyle, 2001, p. 18). Nature study, from this
perspective, must also include the study of what we fail to recognize, the
study of what dominates our attention and stunts our ability to perceive
nature. It must, in other words, include the study of empire.
Environmental education requires an expansive conceptual and
experiential framework connecting local and global realities; it requires
ecological attention and political edge, to make it relevant to our place
and time. It also requires what Phillip Payne and Brian Wattchow (2009)
call “slow pedagogy,” deep experience that helps us open and become
responsive to the voices of the teachers:
Owl in the black morning, mockingbird in the burning
slants of the sunny afternoon...
...I do not go far from that school..
(Oliver, 2008, p.27)
How far gone are we now, here, today, from the teachers? Returning to
the teachers, slowing to open to the more-than-human others, to the
experience of habitat and biological diversity, to the interactions between
land and people— this is the heart and soul of environmental education.
What impedes our ability to perceive these teachings?
Aldo Leopold (1949-1968) said it over a half century ago: “our
educational and economic system is headed away from, rather than
toward, an intense consciousness of land” (p. 223). Today, it is even
possible to observe that some environmental education research is
headed away from, rather than towards, intense consciousness of land,
consciousness that can only develop through direct experience of
sufficient frequency, duration, curiosity, and reverence, so that we may
learn to listen and to love. The environmental education field has become
culturally responsive, politically astute, and psychologically smart—
mainly in response to empire. But we still need the teachers. What they
teach us is irreplaceable, and endangered, unless we stop, look, and listen
for a long time.

(continued on next page)
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__________________________
Before sharing Oliver’s (2008) poem, “Of the Empire,” I want to make a
few paradoxical claims about the field of environmental education.
First, environmental education researchers and practitioners ought
to guard against the lure of professionalization and the pressures of
specialization that surround all fields of inquiry. There is a danger
inherent in specialization that narrows our potential community and that
distances us from the teachers. In many ways I believe, as Peter Martin
wrote in 1996, that “having become institutionalized, environmental
education is a lost cause and should be phased out as soon as possible”
(p. 51). This obviously does not mean that I don’t support environmental
education; rather, I observe that
the development of environmental
Environmental
education as a profession can dull
its political edge, and can school it
education, because
far away from the teachers. What
of its inherent
is more, as Foucault (1977) showed
professions tend to normalize
interdisciplinarity and us,
behaviour, marginalize outsiders,
the enormous scope and disqualify dissent; they can
us docile and unresponsive to
of the work, ought to make
nature or empire.

resist specialization
by definition. The real
challenge is not to
advance the field, but
to participate in and
help shape the larger
movement for cultural
and ecological renewal
and transformation.

In a provocative lecture titled
“Professionals and Amateurs,”
Edward Said (1994) noted:

Specialization means losing sight
of the raw effort of constructing
either art or knowledge; as a
result you cannot view knowledge
and art as choices and decisions,
commitments and alignments, but
only in terms of impersonal theories
or methodologies. . . . In the end as
a fully specialized . . . intellectual
you become tame and accepting of
whatever the so-called leaders in
the field will allow. Specialization
also kills your sense of excitement and discovery, both of which are
irreducibly present in the intellectual’s make-up. In the final analysis,
giving up to specialization is, I have always felt, laziness, so you end up
doing what others tell you, because that is your specialty after all. (p. 77)

Environmental education, because of its inherent interdisciplinarity
and the enormous scope of the work, ought to resist specialization by
definition. The real challenge is not to advance the field, but to participate
in and help shape the larger movement for cultural and ecological
renewal and transformation. As Paul Hawken (2007) tells it in his book
Blessed Unrest, the larger movement is huge. It is made up of diverse
networks of organizations and individuals working for peace, social
justice, ecological sustainability, and Indigenous and civil rights. Each
of these related ideals is threatened by the same empire. Political and
conceptual power capable of resisting and shaping empire can be found
in the intersectionality of the larger movement. This power is also found
in the arts, the soul of all social movements.
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Mary Oliver’s (2008) “Of the Empire”:
We will be known as the culture that feared death and adored power, that
tried to vanquish insecurity for the few and cared little for the penury of
the many. We will be known as a culture that taught and rewarded the
amassing of things, that spoke little if at all about the quality of life for
people (other people), for dogs, for rivers. All the world, in our eyes, they
will say, was a commodity. And they will say that this structure was held
together politically, which it was, and they will say also that our politics
was no more than an apparatus to accommodate the feelings of the
heart, and that the heart, in those days, was small, and hard, and full of
meanness. (p.46)
Let’s face it: environmental education is a pedagogical David to the
Goliath of empire with its schools, bombs, patriarchy, and shopping
opportunities everywhere. The way the U.S. national budget is prioritized
is symptomatic: trillions for horrific wars; nothing for the environment
within the Department of Education. Even if the United State’s No
Child Left Inside Act of 2009 eventually passes, and the environment is
finally noted by the Department of Education 40 years after Earth Day,
it and its budget will be subsumed under No Child Left Behind, which
is the climax of neoliberal education reform aligned with the politics
of empire. This is not conspiracy theory or even critical theory, but the
explicit expression of educational purpose from policymakers and leaders
from local, state, and federal levels. No Child Left Inside is a remarkable
example of grass-roots political activism in support of environmental
education. May we please open a window and listen to the teachers? But
obviously, the thrust of formal education in the industrial/capitalist state
is aligned with the politics of empire.
Today in wartime, these politics constantly promote the expectation of
“economic recovery,” and the recovery of “consumer confidence.” We
might wonder what it means. Consumer confidence? Recovery back to
what? The prevailing fiction of limitless growth, that logical impossibility
that Edward Abby called “the ideology of the cancer cell”? Recovery back
to what? An unjust colonial order? An economically exploitative and
ecologically destructive culture of hyper-consumption, speculation, and
debt? Today in wartime, few educators, environmental or otherwise, are
questioning the profoundly pedagogical impact of empire: economic
growth for the class economy, military adventurism for false security,
and the erosion and commodification of the cultural and ecological
commons. The most insidious effect of empire, however, may be that
it functions to conceal from thought the very idea that any of this is
problematic. These are the politics from which no child is left behind, and
to which environmental education research must attend.

Memory and Reinhabitation
A writer and lover of beauty, my grandmother suffered from Alzheimer’s
the last decade of her long life. She was the matriarch of a large family, a
first generation immigrant who loved America, and the American flag,
for the real opportunities it represented for freedom from poverty and
oppression that my ancestors fled in Eastern Europe. I remember the last
time I saw her before she was placed into full-time care. I took her for a
short canoe ride on a lake in northern Wisconsin. She crawled into the
bow seat; I paddled from the stern. I had never paddled so intentionally,
every stroke deliberate and smooth. Once out on the water, she leaned
over the gunwale and let her hand dip below the glassy surface. “Soft,” she
said, “it’s so soft.”
The last time I saw her before the funeral was at the nursing home in
Milwaukee. The attendant who wheeled her into the common room told
her, “Your grandson is here to visit with you, Liz,” and then she parked
the wheelchair next to me and left us alone. I was scared. Would she
know me? Was it a good day or a bad day? So, I started talking about
the weather, the season, what was going on. I said: “Nonny, guess what.
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I moved to the country.” Instantly, as if from far away, she came back:
“Smart,” she said, “smart.”
Then she must have remembered I was a teacher. She loved education,
read all the time, left school after eighth grade. “You’re teaching,” she
said, half statement, half question. I answered, “Yes, I’m a professor now.”
Unimpressed, she asked me what I was teaching, and glibly I told her,
“Well, I’m trying to help tear down the system.” Her eyes got real squinty
then, and they widened and cleared as she looked up at me with the firm
authority of elderhood, “You mean build it up!” She was insistent, and
that was the end of that.
Most days my grandmother didn’t know her own name, her children or
grandchildren’s faces, the season, the current president (she often spoke of
Lincoln), or how long ago her husband had passed (it had been 30 years).
But at the mere mention of tearing something down, the response from
my grandmother was immediate. “Sonny,” she said, “you need to build it
up.”
Today I honor my grandmother’s wisdom. She came of age during the
Depression. She stretched a meager budget for food for seven children.
“Sonny,” she said, “you need to build it up.”
Building things up and tearing things down—this apparent dichotomy
presents another opportunity to hold and balance paradox. I’ve described
nature and empire as two poles of a paradox that reflect the expansive
landscape of environmental education, the linked cultural and ecological
contexts of our work. I want to offer another paradox that holds together
the big aims of environmental education, and that also points to pathways
for pedagogy and curriculum. The paradox is between decolonization
and reinhabitation, between tearing things down, and building things up.
I propose considering “decolonization” and “reinhabitation” as twin
goals for education in a culture of empire. It should be said that these
goals parallel other aims of educational research and practice; naming
them is an effort to make inclusive space for those interested in
environment and culture, nature, and empire. Like other synonymous
terms, decolonization signals a strong critique of cultural practices
and their underlying assumptions. The significance of decolonization
as a theoretical category is that its usage specifically problematizes
the colonization of people and land, both as historical practice and
as the political progenitor of today’s empire. Of course critique alone
is insufficient theory for environmental education research, and thus
the pairing of decolonization with the vision of reinhabitation. It is the
tension of paradox between decolonization and reinhabitation that
gives both terms their conceptual range. Though for the sake of theorybuilding the two terms are called out as distinct, reinhabitation and
decolonization are two dimensions of the same task. Renewal often
requires that something is undone. In California, Van Jones expressed
this clearly with his program, “Green Jobs, Not Jails.” Nature, empire,
paradox.
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Decolonization involves learning to recognize disruption and injury in
person-place relationships, and learning to address their causes. Because
colonization refers also to the colonization of the mind and body, it
involves the practice of unlearning and undoing. Reinhabitation involves
maintaining, restoring, and creating ways of living that are more in tune
with the ecological limits of a place, practices that are less dependent
on a globalized consumer culture that values profits and conveniences
more than people and places. Reinhabitation means learning to live well
socially and ecologically in a place, and learning to live in a way that
does not harm other people and places (Gruenewald, 2003).1 These are
big aims, but there is more. Reinhabitation also implies taking a new
stance toward one’s own becoming. We reinhabit the self whenever we
seek our own renewal, when we stop to listen to the teachers, or when we
acknowledge the heartbeat of empire in our own bodies:
they will say also that our politics was no more than an apparatus to
accommodate the feelings of the heart, and that the heart, in those days, was
small, and hard, and full of meanness. (Oliver, 2008, p.46)
Because decolonization emphasizes human relationship to land,
Indigenous perspectives on inhabitation are vital, as are the perspectives
of other displaced and minoritized groups. Acknowledging Indigenous
inhabitation is not only to recognize place-based relations to nature,
but also to remember the long story of colonization, resistance, and the
rights of sovereignty. Indigenous cultures are not the only cultures that
have histories that need to be remembered; many minority traditions
tell sacred stories of land, displacement, and struggle. Even mainstream
white America incubates movements for resistance and change. The voices
of poets, artists, activists, and others working for peace, social justice,
Indigenous and civil rights, and for environmental justice and ecological
sustainability—these voices are a worldwide movement standing up to
empire. Whatever success this unnamed movement will have building
things up and will depend not merely on critique and vision, not merely
on developing communities of congruence and resistance. Perhaps
building things up will depend mainly on changes in consciousness that
open the heart, reinhabitations that slow us down so that we can recognize
the intersectionality of our interests, how each of us is implicated in the
other.
Listen to the teachers, confront empire. I want to build now toward
naming a course of action for the field. While we might celebrate No
Child Left Inside and the growth of green, decolonization means that
we dig deeper: that we acknowledge genocide, racism, and patriarchy,
past and present; that we acknowledge the class and caste systems
that our contented consumption supports; and that we face up to our
militarized culture of violence, repression, and war. Decolonization
and reinhabitation mean untangling the roots of empire and building
something up, a process that begins with ourselves, reaches outward,
and never ends. Every act is important and not without consequence;
collectively all of our actions create all of our contexts. Our numbers are
many.
Our numbers, in fact, and our impacts, are extreme. Chris Jordan is
a photographer who creates images that communicate the otherwise
ineffable scale of our culture of mass consumption (see all the following
images at http://www.chrisjordon.com). What is indistinguishable from a
distance is revealed on closer scrutiny. “Gyre” (2009) depicts 2.4 million
pieces of plastic, equal to the estimated number of pounds of plastic
pollution that enter the world’s oceans every hour. All of the plastic in
this image was collected from the Pacific Ocean. “Shark Teeth” (2009)
depicts 270,000 fossilized shark teeth, equal to the estimated number
of sharks of all species killed around the world every day for their fins.
Jordan’s art also magnifies the social and psychological impacts of empire:
“Ben Franklin” (2007) depicts 125,000 one-hundred dollar bills ($12.5
million), the amount our government spent every hour on the war in
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Empire, Paradox, and Environmental
Education
(continued)
Iraq during 2007; “Constitution” (2008) depicts 83,000 Abu Ghraib
prisoner photographs, equal to the number of people who have been
arrested and held at US-run detention facilities with no trial or other due
process of law, during the Bush Administration’s war on terror; “Barbie
Dolls” (2008) depicts 32,000 Barbies, equal to the number of elective
breast augmentation surgeries performed monthly in the US in 2006.
The commodification of life under empire reeks of plastic, petroleum,
patriarchy.
Paradoxically, the demand for Jordan’s work is high: people are drawn
to the terrible truth of his poetry. Of all of Jordan’s (2009) work, his
“E. Pluribus Unum,” or “the many become one,” best represents to
me future directions for environmental educational research. From a
distance, this image reminds me of the stories of the land told in tree
rings. Complexity and beauty are revealed in proximity. This large scale
mandala (the indoor wall hanging measures 45 by 45 feet) depicts the
names of one million organizations around the world that are devoted
to peace, environmental stewardship, social justice, and the continuation
of diverse and
indigenous cultures.
The actual number of
Reinhabitation means learning
such organizations is
to live well socially and
unknown, but Paul
Hawken’s (2007)
ecologically in a place, and
“Blessed Unrest”
learning to live in a way that
project estimates the
number at somewhere
does not harm other people
between one and two
and places.
million, and growing.
If the lines in this piece
were straightened out,
they would make an
unbroken line of names, in a ten point font, twenty seven miles long.
What I’m suggesting is that if part of the work of environmental
education is to decolonize and reinhabit empire, then we must better
recognize the intersectionality of our interests with the interests of
others, even or especially those whose ecological consciousness may be
diminished by the ravages of empire. Green jobs, not jails. Environmental
educators who can hold the paradox between nature and empire can
expand the landscape of the field while enhancing the reach and impact
of environmental education. In all intersectional social movements
there are opportunities to acknowledge and resist the power of empire,
to remember and reinhabit colonized land and colonized places, to
remember their stories, and to listen for the wisdom of the teachers. We
need an intersectional approach because our work is already braided
in its resistance to and reconfiguration of empire, and moreover, to
discount the struggles of others is to cut ourselves off from the principle
of interrelationship; and to discount the struggle of others is to enact the
logic of empire.
The intersectional movement that environmental education needs has
been gathering: social ecology, environmental justice, ecofeminsim,
ecojustice, eco-pedagogy, ecopsychology, critical geography, Indigenous
ways of knowing, place-based education, peace education, humane
education, sustainability education, disability studies, transformative
education, Transition Towns, Wendell Berry, Jane Goodall, the Earth
Charter. The shared theme of intersectional movements is their
responsiveness to both nature and empire. Their movement energy is the
vanguard of educational theory and practice.
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The politics of empire do not change unless they are resisted by growing
social movements: locally, nationally, globally. Democrats in Washington
are obviously not enough. President Obama is not enough. Even if he
wanted a strong climate agreement, for example, or to remove the salmon
killing dams on the Snake River, or to provide affordable universal health
care, or to end war--he can’t get it done, because his work is governed by
the logic of empire.
History shows us that through partnership, solidarity, and persistence,
social groups grow wiser and stronger in their ability to transform this
logic, and to reinhabit our colonized places and lives. In the age of empire,
the field of environmental education can itself become a kind of E.
Pluribus Unum that invites and creates intersectional theory and action.
But—as important as it is to politicize our work and to ally the field with
kindred social movements, we must remember the teachers. We need to
learn how to stop, slow, and invoke their sacred presences. We need to
learn how to privilege the teachers—other species, their languages, “owl
in the black morning”—as full partners in E. Pluribus Unum. Nature,
habitat, ecosystem, species, climate—this is not a political group; it is
the context that makes all politics possible. There is a power greater than
political power, and a strength greater than intellectual muscle. We know
it as the experience of being alive, and being connected to others. The
challenge is to hold this power and develop this strength as we participate
in the larger struggle for peace, social justice, Indigenous and civil rights,
and ecological well being.
Because a culture of perpetual war undermines the growth of any
environmental ethic, I want to close with a poem by Judyth Hill (2002,
p.4) called “Wage Peace.”
Wage Peace
Wage peace with your breath. Breathe in firemen and rubble,
breathe out whole buildings and flocks of red wing blackbirds.
Breathe in terrorists and breathe out sleeping children and freshly
mown fields.
Breathe in confusion and breathe out maple trees. Breathe in the
fallen and breathe out lifelong friendships intact.
Wage peace with your listening: hearing sirens, pray loud. Remember
your tools: flower seeds, clothespins, clean rivers.
Make soup. Play music, learn the words for “thank you” in three
languages.
Learn to knit, and make a hat. Think of chaos as dancing raspberries,
imagine grief as the outbreath of beauty or the gesture of fish.
Swim for the other side. Wage peace.
Never has the world seemed so fresh and precious. Have a cup of tea
and rejoice.
Act as if armistice has already arrived. Celebrate today.
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Notes
Participation in the money economy makes it difficult to know how one’s
consumption is impacting other people and places. The point is that to
practice reinhabiting place, one must become more aware of how one’s
actions have impacts “all over the place” now and in the future—and—one
must begin to act ethically on that knowledge.
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E.E. Resource Guide

A selection of environmental education materials, resources
and opportunities that you should know about
The Ecology of
School
2013 Sense Publishers
David Zandvliet (ed.)
This book describes and
documents one school’s
experiences in achieving
their environmental
literacy goals through
the development of a
place-based learning environment.
Conceptualised as an intensive case study of a
learning environment (with an environmental
education focus), the program was part of a
larger ecological literacy project conducted
in association with preservice and graduate
education programs at a nearby university and
research centre. Following both (empirical)
learning environments and participatory
(ethnographic) research methods, the
project is described from a variety of
perspectives: students, teachers, teacher
educators, researchers and administrators.
The volume describes a variety of forms of
place-based education that teachers devised
and implemented at the school while giving
evidence of the development of a supportive
and positive place-based learning environment.
ISBN 978-94-6209-219-8. Available through Sense
Publishers: www.sensepublishers.com/

Measuring
the Success of
Environmental
Education
Programs
This free,
downloadable
document is
an attempt at
outlining and
describing pertinent
EE evaluation
methodologies and tools. Its purpose is not to
reinvent the wheel, but rather to connect
environmental educators with solid, practical
evaluation strategies, methods and advice.
The authors describe a program logic model
and an evaluation scheme using illustrative
examples from existing environmental
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education programs. Some outcome
indicators are suggested that can be used
to assess the ‘hard to measure’ long-term
outcomes that pertain to values, behaviour,
and environmental benefits. This report
also briefly reviews the basic tenets of
environmental education, reports on ten
principles of excellent environmental
education, and includes a glossary and written
and on-line resources to assist the reader.
Downloadable from www.abcee.org

FieldSTEM
FieldSTEM is
a set of guided
investigations,
projects and
reporting done
outdoors that easily
accommodate any
content in environmental education.
The Pacific Education Institute (PEI) works
with Washington’s education system, providing
tools that meet current and developing state
educational requirements such as NGSS and
Common Core, and collaborating with School
Districts to bring a broad suite of FieldSTEM
tools and resources to address the specific
needs and goals of each district.
Titles include:
Designing High Impact
Field Experiences
This book guides you to
consider learning goals,
locations and partners,
activities, adjacent lessons, and
logistics that will help maximize
the positive impact of a field
experience.

How Ocean Pollution Affects
Humans [Infographic]
Free Download!
Ocean pollution is becoming a global issue
affecting not only marine life but also mankind.
The ocean plays a vital role for life on our
planet and teaching the importance of the
oceans to our children is paramount if we are to
protect this vital system for our generation and
generations yet to come.
Plastic is the largest factor in ocean pollution
and over 8 million tons of plastic gets dumped
into the oceans—killing 1 million seabirds and
over 100,000 marine mammals every year.
If you would like to learn more about ocean
pollution and how it affects marine life and
mankind then take a look at the fascinating
infographic available for free download.
https://www.divein.com/articles/ocean-pollution/

EcoSTEM Resource Kit
The Captain Planet Foundation offers
ecoSTEM® Kits designed to engage students in
project-based learning. Each of the four kits
(Earth, Energy, Water, Pollination) contains
supplies for 32 students. Partial funding may
be available – see the website for details.
http://eeintennessee.org/resource/about.
aspx?s=124049.0.0.37935
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Schoolyard
Biodiversity
Investigation
Targeted to elementary
and middle schools, these
guidelines teach students
about biodiversity in their
own schoolyard using field
investigation methodologies.

Sustainable Tomorrow
Demonstrates how to apply
systems concepts and problem
solving tools used by natural
resource managers using
lessons from Project Learning
Tree, Project WILD, and
Project WET.

Field Investigations
with NGSS
Helps students learn the skills
of field science methodologies
and understand that science
doesn’t only happen in a
laboratory or classroom.
Outdoor field investigations
in natural settings increase
students’ problem solving
abilities and motivation to
learn science.
To learn more, or to download these teaching
guides, go to http://paciﬁceducationinstitute.org/
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Grades 6-8

Freeing
the Elwha
Curriculum

The Freeing the Elwha
Curriculum is an
inquiry and standards
based, integrated
curriculum designed
to guide middle
school students in
understanding the
natural and manmade processes involved in
river restoration. The removal of two dams
from the Elwha River began September 2011,
and is the biggest dam removal project in
the world. The Elwha River flows through
the beautiful Olympic National Park, in
Washington, and is unique in having been
largely protected from adverse human impacts.

Collaboratory for Columbia
River Research
The Center for Coastal
Margin Observationa &
Prediction (CMOP) offers
a School Collaboratory
(CSC) program that partners with high
schools to offer coastal observation
and science experiences across a wide
spectrum of disciplines. By focusing
on the Columbia River, and the Pacific
Northwestern coastline, CMOP’s science
brings a direct, real-world immediacy to
science curricula.
For more information, visit the CMOP website
at http://www.stccmop.org/education

The curriculum’s science component leads
students from how weather affects water flow,
through the habitat needs of salmon and the
process of dam removal, to the state of the
world’s fisheries. The social studies component
moves from the settlement of the Elwha and
its surroundings, through issues involved in
dam removal, ending with the importance
of salmon to the Lower Elwha Klallam
Tribe. Math, language arts, and assessments
fall naturally within the science and social
studies units. A Creative Response section
gives students a chance to express themselves
artistically. Handouts and grading rubrics
are included. The curriculum is flexible and
educators can adapt the lessons depending on
grade level requirements. Lessons can be taught
individually or as part of the whole unit.

Inquiry,
Exploration, and
Service Learning
in the Sagebrush
Ecosystem

https://www.neefusa.org/resource/environmentalliteracy-report-2015
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http://www.endangered.org/campaigns/
endangered-species-day/

Find more
resources on
the CLEARING
website!

CLEARING

Lesson Topics:
1. Greater Sage-Grouse and the Sagebrush
Ecosystem
2. Invasive Plants: A Threat to Sage-Grouse
Habitat
3. Native Plants in Sagebrush Ecosystems
4. Food Webs in the Sagebrush Sea
5. Fire! Impacts on the Sagebrush Ecosystem
and Human Communities
6. Succession in the Sagebrush Ecosystem
7. Sagebrush Survival
8. Human Connections to the Sagebrush Sea
9. Wildlife Restoration Plans
10. Community Presentations

Grades 4-8

Think you know everything there is to know
about environmental literacy education?
Download and read this report from the
National Environmental Education Foundation
and you WILL!

The 11th annual international Endangered
Species Day, May 20, 2016, offers marine
science, oceanography, biology, and other
teachers an ideal opportunity to educate
students about the importance of protecting
threatened and endangered plant and animal
species.

grades 4-8, four short videos produced by
RangeWide Productions and the Cornell Lab
of Ornithology, Sagebrush Ecosystem trunks
developed by Rocky Mountain Audubon and
other engaging resources, the program seeks
to connect with the next generation of land
stewards.

The Freeing the Elwha Curriculum is available
online at http://www.nps.gov/olym/forteachers/
classrooms/curriculummaterials.htm or you can
request a full CD by contacting the Education
Specialist at 360-565-3146.

Environmental Literacy Report

Endangered Species Day

A formal educational program has been
developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service in collaboration with Engaging Every
Student and other partners to help teachers
get students thinking critically about the
sagebrush ecosystem, and ways to protect it
and the diverse species that live there.
With a compelling curriculum that includes
lesson plans aligned to standards for
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The 10 lesson plans were developed in
collaboration with a diverse range of partners
including the Bureau of Land Management,
the Idaho Rangeland Resource Commission,
Audubon Rockies, and classroom
educators. All stakeholder perspectives
were represented, including those of the
states, the federal family, teachers and nongovernmental organizations.
For more information:
You can find all the resources for this
engaging curriculum on the Service’s Greater
Sage-Grouse Education website: http://www.
fws.gov/greatersagegrouse/education.php
For a free Sagebrush Ecosystem Poster
(shown), contact Anna Harris, anna_harris@
fws.gov or (503) 231-6208.
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EE Resources
Winged
Warnings
A new series
that explores our
changing natural
environment
through birds—from eagles and ospreys to
songbirds. Reporters traveled all around the
world to study birds in their habitats to discover
how they are being harmed by climate change,
among other threats.
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/
news/2014/aug/wingedwarnings1summary

New and Improved BEETLES
BEETLES (Better
Environmental
Education,
Teaching,
Learning, and
Expertise Sharing)
is excited to
announce the
launch of their new website (at the same ol’
address: beetlesproject.org). BEETLES is
devoted to infusing outdoor science programs
with research-based approaches and tools
to improve science teaching and learning.
Resources include:
• versatile environmental education
professional learning materials;
• student activities for use in the field;

Books for
Young Readers
Three New Nature Titles
from Dawn Publications
by Michael D. Barton
CLEARING Book Reviewer
Dawn Publications has three new children’s
nature books out for ages 3-8, and I am
delighted to not only have copies for my
children, but to share with you how awesome
they are. This publisher does wonderfully
how books about nature for kids should be
done: entertaining, beautiful, and engaging.
They are not dry, simple lists of facts that
would lose the attention of any kid (or
adult).
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• “how-to” videos; and
• additional support for program leaders,
field instructors, and classroom teachers.
All BEETLES resources are based on current
research and understandings about how people
learn, and tested by dozens of programs in
diverse settings all over the country (and
beyond!).

motivating factor in and out of the classroom!
For more information, visit the Facing the Future
website at www.facingthefuture.org where you can
download free sample chapters of this book.

beetlesproject.org

Making
Connections:
Engaging
Students in
Language,
Literacy, and
Global Issues
This teacher’s guide
and student textbook from Facing the Future
increases language and literacy skills while
asking students how members of a community
can work together to build a better future for
everyone.
Through nine chapters, students gain the skills
and knowledge necessary to excel academically
while becoming informed about important
issues and ways they can contribute positively
to their communities. Students learn about a
wide range of interconnected topics, including
building community, current environmental
issues, population growth, and quality of life.
This type of content-based learning is a great

Over in a
River
Continuing
with their
“Over in the…”
series (I shared
about Over
in the Forest
previously), Over in a River: Flowing Out to
the Sea by Marianne Berkes with lively cut
paper illustrations by Jill Dubin, serves as an
introduction to rivers in North America and
the animals that call them home. Ten rivers are
covered, each page showing the river’s place
on our continent. Following the classic rhythm
“Over in the Meadow,” kids will paddle with
manatees in Florida, splash with salmon in the
Pacific Northwest, and gnaw with beavers in
the Southwest. They will learn what to call the
young of the ten animals throughout the book,
and as the paddle, splash, and gnaw above
indicates, something that each animal does
to survive. And as expected with books from
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Renewable Energy Educator Lab
Solar 4R Schools has posted a Request for
Proposals (RFP) for the Renewable Energy
Educator Lab, which is a year-long STEM
curriculum design opportunity for teachers.
Participating teachers will be part of a small
group of educators that collaborate throughout
the year to design, test and implement exciting
new lessons into their classrooms while diving
deeper into renewable energy science and
technology. Along with access to renewable
energy content experts, teachers also receive a
$5000 stipend and up to $3500 in materials to
test and implement up to 3 renewable energy
units/lessons. These new units/lessons will
become part of the Solar 4R Schools Online
Educator Library, and available for use for
teachers around the country.
Proposals from teachers are due 11:59pm May
25th and the Educator Lab runs from June 2016
- June 2017.
http://www.solar4rschools.org/renewable-energyeducator-lab.

Dawn Publications, there is more detailed
information about the animals and rivers at
the end for parents and educators to use for
learning opportunities.

Jo MacDonald Hiked in the
Woods
Perhaps you want to get out of the water
and on drier land. Mary Quattlebaum offers
her third in the Jo MacDonald series: Jo
Macdonald Hiked in the Woods. Jo goes
along
with her
grandfather
for a walk
in the
woods
on his
farm, and
discovers
a world of
sound. Woodpeckers rat-tat, turkeys gobblegobble, butterflies flutter-flutter, and owls
CLEARING Spring 2016

Incredible
Arthropods

Leopold Education Project
The Leopold Education Project is an
interdisciplinary environmental education
and conservation curriculum. LEP includes a
collection of activities, lessons, and teacherfriendly resources designed to help get youth
and their families outdoors learning about
nature, using Leopold’s ideas as a starting
place. Activities are closely linked to Aldo
Leopold’s classic book, A Sand County
Almanac, and many are designed for use in an
outdoor education setting.
http://www.aldoleopold.org/AldoLeopold/
teachingtools.shtml.

Reviewed by John Riutta

I

Surrounded by
Science
If you’ve been following
CLEARING for any
time, you will know
that Jim Martin has
been writing a regular
series on finding science
curriculum in the world
around them. This downloadable collection of
lesson plans and curriculum guides from the
National Environmental Education Foundation
(NEEF) is designed to help educators introduce
students to some of the many ways they can
discover more of the science going on around
them, both within the classroom and in the field.
https://www.neefusa.org/resource/surroundedscience-educator-toolkit

hoo-hoo. Along with five other creatures,
they all make their sounds here and there.
Combining song and listening with Laura J.
Bryant’s warm paintings of Jo and grandpa
taking delight in discovering what’s in their
woods makes for an enjoyable read.

Noisy
Frog
SingAlong
John
Himmelman
has followed
up on his
Noisy Bug
Sing-Along (shared here) with Noisy Frog
Sing-Along. Himmelman introduces us to
eleven different species of frog and toad and
the sounds they make. The text is minimal,
but the enlarged font size of the spelled-out
sounds calls for the readers to make some
CLEARING Spring 2016

Authors: The Bug
Chicks – Kristie
Reddick and Jessica Honaker
Publisher: Primedia E-launch LLC
Publication Date: 5
December 2012
Format: Trade Paperback
ISBN-13: 978-1622095025

f I was asked to make a list cataloging the
things of which I most dislike about the
contemporary book trade, Amazon, electronic
books, and self-publishing would hold
positions one, two, and three. So when I find
a book so worthy of recommendation that
I am willing to overlook the fact that it ticks
two of the “terrible three” items on my list, it
should be assumed by all that it is a book of
which notice should be taken. Just such a book
is Incredible Arthropods: Insects, spiders &
more! by Kristie Reddick and Jessica Honaker,
better known as The Bug Chicks.
When it comes to both enthusiasm for,
and effectiveness in, the education of both
children and adults about the lives and
ways of the myriad fascinating creatures to
be found in the Phylum Arthropoda, few
(if indeed any) can rival The Bug Chicks.

noise. Take a break from being a mammal
and practice being a noisy amphibian! The
last few pages give more detail about each
species, explains metamorphosis, and offers
tips for how to see frogs (or salamanders).
Additionally, a link is provided for a page
on the Dawn Publications website where
you can listen to audio files of the actual
sounds shared in the book.

Michael D. Barton is a parent and naturelover in Portland, Oregon who takes his kids
out to explore and enjoy the natural world
as often as possible. He writes book reviews
of children’s books on his website at https://
exploreportlandnature.wordpress.com/ in his
spare time.
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Bringing to a subject that is all-too-often
considered “icky” by even some natural
history enthusiasts, The Bug Chicks combine
their extensive education and experience in
the field of entomology with a delightfully,
well… “dorky” (bug dorky, to paraphrase one
of their classic phrases) humor that puts their
audiences at ease with creatures from which
they might otherwise recoil and as a result
allows them to learn just how fascinating
arthropods can be and how important they
are to the natural world.
Which makes it all the more logical that their
first book produced under The Bug Chicks’
name should be an entomological coloring
book. Yes, a coloring book. But not just any
old coloring book, mind you. For while it
does have a generous collection of large line
drawings of assorted interesting creatures
ranging from the Hercules Beetle to the
Atlas Moth all begging for the application of
crayon, colored pencil, or felt-tipped marking
pen, Incredible Arthropods also contains an
informative overview of each creature that
most anyone from neophyte to field naturalist
would find interesting. There are also a few
pages dedicated to learning how to draw some
of the creatures depicted as well as a glossary of
all the biological terminology used in the book.
Let’s face it; most children – as well as many
adults – don’t react well to things that try to
force education on them, nor do they take
kindly to anything boring or condescending;
which is what makes both The Bug Chicks
themselves as well as their Incredible
Arthropods so remarkable. The central idea is
all about fun, and if in the process something
is learned, so much the better. It’s for this very
attitude that those who have had the pleasure
of seeing The Bug Chicks in action have often
made the comparison between them and those
veritable rock stars of physics, engineering
and general nerdery, the Myth Busters. As one
who has had this pleasure, it is by no means an
unwarranted comparison in the very best of
ways.
John E. Riutta is an avid amateur naturalist
with an academic background in the
humanities (particularly literature and
religion) and advanced degrees in education
and business. Previously a teacher and
a businessman, he is now a full-time
“hausmann” who teaches his daughter at
home, and writes essays and reviews as time
allows.
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EE Resources
eePRO

Project WET: Conserve Water Teacher’s Guide
This comprehensive educators’ guide provides teachers of middle
school and high school students with a thorough overview of water
conservation, along with background information that serves as a
hydrologic primer. Past, present, and future water conservation issues are
also covered, which are illustrated by case studies ranging from a rancher
in west Texas to an ice cream factory in Massachusetts. By using reallife examples, students are encouraged to use critical thinking skills to
examine different sides of each situation.
Find out more at http://store.projectwet.org/conserve-water-educators-guide.html

Ocean Literacy
The World Ocean Observatory website offers
a new section devoted to the Ocean Literacy
Curriculum, providing an at-a-glance
overview of the materials available at Ocean
Literacy. The website offers the curriculum,
broken it down into its fundamental
concepts. Each principle has its own
page, and includes links to the expanded
curriculum on the Ocean Literacy website.
http://worldoceanobservatory.org/content/
ocean-literacy

NSF Classroom Resources
The National Science Foundation's Classroom
Resources offers a collection of lessons and

web resources arranged by subject area for
classroom teachers, students, and others. Most
of these resources come from the National
Science Digital Library. Topics include Arctic
& Antarctic, Earth & Environment, and more.
http://www.nsf.gov/news/classroom/index.jsp

Rooted in Math Educator Toolkit
In this educator toolkit, made possible by
Mitsubishi Corporation Foundation for the
Americas, you’ll find lesson plans, activity
ideas, and informational resources all freely
available to help you continue to bridge the gap
between mathematics and the natural world.
Free download at https://www.neefusa.org/
resource/rooted-math-educator-toolkit

NAAEE promotes excellence in environmental
education and is dedicated to strengthening
the field of environmental education and
increasing the visibility and efficacy of
the profession. eePRO is offered as a hub
for environmental education professional
development. It offers group discussion
platforms, links to professional development,
jobs, and much more. Groups include Climate
Change Education, Connecting to Nature, EE
in Urban Settings, Guidelines for Excellence,
and much more. Check out the great resource
links in each group.
https://naaee.org/eepro

Get Your Feet Wet - Alaska
Alaska Sea Grant is sponsoring the first annual
“Get Your Feet Wet” event online to provide an
opportunity for students all across Alaska to
share what they learn. Participants can teach
about Alaska’s seas and watersheds by leading a
school field trip to a beach, stream, or wetland
in April or May. Register your class and find
resources for using field trips to teach STEM
and other subjects. Be sure to check out the
Alaska Seas and Watersheds Curriculum.
http://aswc.seagrant.uaf.edu/

Dawn Publications

Connecting Children and Nature since 1979

…through environmental books
The Prairie that Nature Built

The Dandelion Seed’s Big Dream

Written by Marybeth Lorbiecki
Illustrated by Cathy Morrison

Written by Joseph Anthony
Illustrated by Cris Arbo

You’ll learn about the plants
and critters that depend upon
one of the most endangered
ecological systems in the world
— the wild prairie!

This charming tale follows
the flight of a dandelion seed
from the countryside to the
city — you’ll be surprised
and delighted to find where it
finally lands.

Phone (800) 545-7475 V www.dawnpub.com
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Who’s a Better Role
Model:
John Muir or Aldo
Leopold?
John Muir

Aldo Leopold

From Environmental Research Bulletin, Nicole Ardoin and Jason
Morris, Project Leaders
THE RESEARCH: Goralnik, L., & Nelson, M. P. (2011). Framing
a philosophy of environmental action: Aldo Leopold, John Muir,
and the importance of community. The Journal of Environmental
Education, 42(3), 181–192.

I

n thinking about what motivates environmental behavior, the
Michigan State University researchers who authored this paper
acknowledge that the knowledge-attitudes-behavior link that
so commonly guides environmental education programs often
doesn’t work or is an overly simplistic representation. (What
is commonly referred to as the knowledge-attitudes-behavior model
rests on the assumption that knowledge about the environment
spurs more positive attitudes, which in turn lead to more responsible
environmental behavior.)
The authors of this paper argue that, before people can learn and
care about a topic or issue, they must first be ethically engaged.
They state that “the ethical framework we employ . . . assumes that
students will neither care about nor retain the knowledge they gain
unless they are first emotionally and ethically engaged by place,
community, and content.” And, they argue, by focusing on developing
an environmental ethic, educators can set students up for a lifetime of
better choices, even as environmental issues and appropriate actions
change.
But what kind of ethic is most appropriate? The authors compare the
philosophies of John Muir and Aldo Leopold and argue that one is
better than the other at spurring action.
John Muir, “the iconic leader of the preservation movement,” argued
that the key to environmental preservation is in getting more people
to see and experience wild places. Muir supported open immigration
policies and road building as ways that more people could experience
the places he wanted to protect. And he said, “If every citizen could
take one walk through this reserve, there would be no more trouble
about its care.” The authors believe this reflects the classic knowledgeattitudes-behavior model. If people experience the natural world,
they’ll become emotionally attached and, as a result, work to preserve
it.
But, the authors question “whether it is true that such exposure is
a sufficient condition for environmental action. We question the
assumption that all people, in spending time and learning about
a place, will develop similar feelings of respect for that place.” The
authors cite anecdotal evidence that each individual in a group who
together experience a wild place do not each develop the same feelings
of respect for the place, nor does each person agree on the actions that
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might best honor it. And the authors also cite empirical evidence that
knowledge doesn’t lead to action. They point to a recent study that
indicated that the more that people know about climate change, the
less they seem to care about the issue.
Leopold, on the other hand, emphasizes people’s relationships to
the land in his land ethic. The authors explain that “in Muir . . . the
human is often looking in upon nature, not an integral participant
within the larger community. Leopold’s philosophy of action, on the
contrary, . . . includes humans as equal participants in a wider web of
connection.”
Leopold argues that, over time, people’s social consciousness has
widened. He gives as an example Odysseus, who hanged a dozen
young slaves who he suspected had misbehaved. During Odysseus’s
time, moral and ethical obligations simply didn’t extend to slaves.
Today, obviously, the boundaries have changed. And Leopold argues
that what’s needed now is another boundary shift that will also
include the natural world within our sphere of moral obligations. The
authors explain, “In effect, ecology serves to expand the previously
perceived limits of our community, just as centuries of evolution
expanded our human community to include all humans beyond
Odysseus’s limited definition.”
The authors believe that the role of environmental educators, then, is
“to educate for a changed perception of community” that includes the
natural world. In conducting discussions, for example, they believe
“we should talk about protecting ourselves, or our home, rather
than brainstorming the ways we can work to protect or maintain
our special places when we get ‘back to the real world.’” While the
ultimate goal might be changing actions, the authors argue that the
best path, and one that will lead to better choices over the long term,
is in expanding moral boundaries.

THE BOTTOM LINE: John Muir and Aldo Leopold have inspired
generations of people with concern about the environment. But
the authors of this paper argue that Muir’s philosophy sets humans
up as outside observers of nature. And Muir’s philosophy also rests
on assumptions that nature experiences alone can be sufficiently
powerful to move people to action. The researchers argue that this
way of thinking is outdated in light of research that indicates that
knowledge does not lead to action. The authors instead believe that
environmental educators should embrace Aldo Leopold’s land ethic,
helping extend students’ moral boundaries from human communities
to include the natural world. This feeling of moral obligation to the
wider natural communities to which we belong will guide a lifetime
of environmental action.

www.clearingmagazine.org
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Thank you to our sponsors and advertisers!
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We would like to thank the many organizations and individuals who have
supported the publication of CLEARING over the years.
They have helped to create a community of educators throughout the Paciﬁc
Northwest who share their passion, creativity, and knowledge through the
pages of this journal.

See more articles and back issues on our website!
www.clearingmagazine.org
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